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Abstract
In 1963, Betty Friedan published her groundbreaking and controversial 
book The Feminine Mystique, wherein she described the dissatisfaction 
that women and especially stay-at-home mothers were experiencing. 
She proposed that women leave the home to be a part of the public 
sphere. 

However, since the last decade, there is another solution to this 
dissatisfaction that Friedan could not have expected. This solution is 
found in the modern-day form of women’s autobiographical writing. 
Although women have striven to conduct autobiographical writing for 
centuries, men established the genre with clear templates. Thus, 
women’s fragmented, identity-exploring, and non-chronological life 
writing that focused on the spiritual and personal relationships 
contrasted with men’s clear narratives involving public heroes. 

In the mid 1990s, the blog, basically an online diary, was developed, 
which provided stay-at-home mothers with a continued form to 
conduct their narrative searches for identity as modern women. The 
blog medium itself is conducive to women’s writing patterns, with 
reverse-chronological publication, disjointed posts, and tools for finding 
entries despite their fragmented nature. In addition, because the blog 
is online, stay-at-home mothers can participate from home, giving 
them access to a supportive, varied, and expansive community—a 
factor especially important to women, as reflected in their tendency to 
write extensively about relationships. 

Because many stay-at-home mothers have finally found a niche in 
blogging and because this open writing provides a two-way whiteboard 
for identity as well as membership in an expanded community, their 
words show not only satisfaction in their roles as stay-at-home 
mothers, but a desire to share that satisfaction, as can be found in 
several examples of mommy blogs. 
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THE MOMMY BLOG

1 
Introduction

Published  in  1963,  Betty  Friedan's  revolutionary  book,  The  Feminine 

Mystique, cast a negative light on the return to the role of housewife that 

occurred  with  white,  middle-class  women  after  the  end  of  World  War  II. 

Basically, Friedan claimed that the housewife role limited women's potential 

and caused a little-understood dissatisfaction  that she called  “the problem 

that  has  no  name”  (17).  Her  book  helped  stimulate  a  second  wave  of 

feminism that brought  many women (and mothers  specifically)  out of  the 

home and back into the public realm, where they have worked on furthering 

their education and landing respected jobs. 

More  than  forty  years  later,  stay-at-home  motherhood  is  now 

considered by most Americans to be old-fashioned.1 And yet, there are still 

groups of modern, educated mothers who make the decision to stay home 

with their children (and who are subject to social criticism for their decision). 

According  to  Friedan's  theories,  these  modern-day  stay-at-home  mothers 

should show signs of the dissatisfaction that women displayed in the 1950s 

and 60s, when she was doing her research. However, this group makes an 

interesting study because of their seeming willingness and even dedication to 

conservative roles in a modern society. Either these mothers have found an 

unforeseen  solution  to  the  dissatisfaction  caused by  being  trapped  in  the 

private  realm at  home,  or  they are harboring  feelings similar  to those  of 

housewives Friedan studied. 

One way to discover personal satisfaction or dissatisfaction of these 

modern-day  housewives  is  to  analyze  their  autobiographical  writing,  also 

called “life writing,” which includes any writing basically dedicated to writing 

about the self—private diaries and journals, official autobiographies, memoirs, 

etc. This method of analyzing housewives' life writing works especially well 

because  of  women's  tendency  to  conduct  life  writing  in  a  very  personal 

1 It should be acknowledged here that stay-at-home motherhood is different than the 
expectations of previous generations. For the purpose of the thesis, “stay-at-home 
mothers” are those women with at least one child who are the primary caregivers and 
spend most of their time dedicated to the raising of their children.
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manner. Although men started the tradition of autobiographical writing and 

established  certain  expectations  where  life  is  displayed  as  a  heroic  and 

successful adventure, women's life writing tended to reflect other patterns, 

where the stories of their lives are fragmentary, detailed, non-chronological 

records  of  personal  spiritual  journeys  and  personal  relationships.  The 

differences  between  women's  autobiographical  writing  and  the  established 

patterns of  male autobiographical  writing caused women's writing to clash 

with the genre. Stay-at-home mothers' life texts, reflecting lives antithetical 

to  the public  adventures  expected in  men's  autobiographical  writing,  were 

especially rejected by the genre.

In the past 15 years, a new autobiographical medium has provided a 

subgenre that offers a space for women's writing. This medium is that of the 

online journal, or blog. Karlsson, in her study exploring readers of blogs and 

the acceptance of blogs as a genre, writes that the blog normally fulfills the 

requirements  of  a  paper  diary,2 but  it  simultaneously  and  “fundamentally 

challenges age old notions of the diary” (7). 

The  word  “weblog,”  which  was  invented  in  1997  by  Jorn  Barger 

(Herring et al 1), was originally used to describe a log, or list, of links users 

created to recommend sites deemed worth seeing to other internet surfers, 

as well as to have a place to store those sites for themselves. By that time, 

what are now considered “blogs” today, or the more personal records on the 

internet, had already been around for two years. Some credit Carolyn Burke 

with the first modern-day form of the blog with her first post on January 3, 

1995 (Sorapure 2), while others point to Dave Winer’s site, started in 1996 

(Herring et al 1). These diary-like sites were specifically distinguished from 

2 Karlsson quotes the characteristics of paper diaries as defined by Lawrence Rosenwald 
(7):  

 
In form a diary is a chronologically ordered sequence of dated entries 
addressed to an unspecified audience. We call that form a diary when a writer 
uses it to fulfill certain functions. We might describe those functions collectively 
as the discontinuous recording of the writer’s own life; more technically we 
might say that to call a text of the proper form a diary we must posit a number 
of identities: between the author and the narrator; between the narrator and 
the principal character, and between the depicted and the real, this latter 
including the date of entry and date of composition. (Rosenwald 5)
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blogs, usually by location, and definitely by name—they were called “online 

journals” (Karlsson 5). 

McNeill is quick to point out that the acceptance of the term “blog” in 

place of “online diary” creates some distance between the print world and the 

new medium, allowing a new reading, “one without the cultural baggage of an 

existing (print) genre” (29). The idea of a blog today can be found in Andrew 

Sullivan’s words, written in a November 2008 piece in the Atlantic Monthly 

called “Why I Blog”:

This form of instant and global self-publishing, made possible by 

technology widely available only for the past decade or so . . . 

removes from the act of writing any considered or lengthy review. 

It is the spontaneous expression of instant thought—impermanent 

beyond even the ephemera of daily journalism. It is accountable in 

immediate and unavoidable ways to readers and other bloggers, 

and linked via hypertext to continuously multiplying references and 

sources. Unlike any single piece of print journalism, its borders are 

extremely porous and its truth inherently transitory.

After describing the characteristics typical of the modern blog, Sullivan writes 

that “[t]he consequences of [the blog] for the act of writing are still sinking 

in” (Sullivan). With these words, Sullivan implies that the study of blogs is 

lagging, an opinion that could be supported by the lack of materials found for 

the purpose of this thesis. His word “sinking” denotes a slow action, one that 

may take a while before someone realizes what is happening and reacts. 

Similarly,  in  relation  to personal  blogs,  Herring  is  disappointed  and 

shocked that the “most common blog type (by far)” could “be so overlooked 

and underrepresented in  discussions about the nature of  blogs”  (6). Their 

article estimates that 70.4% of all blogs are personal blogs (6). Thus, the 

discussion of blogs, just starting to occur, makes for a fascinating realm of 

research, within sociology, narrative theory, autobiographical studies, etc.

Blogs allow anyone to write and publish about their personal lives and 

opinions, most likely contributing to the medium becoming the first choice of 

a  writing form for many men and women around the world. In addition to 
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allowing anyone to write, blogs also allow anyone with internet access to read 

what has been recorded.3 

Many groups of lesser popularity within greater society have used the 

ease of blog publishing to find a voice, even to the point where they have 

carved out firm niches in the blogosphere. Mommy blogs4 are an example of 

the niche-carving phenomenon because of their rejection of the current-day 

attitude that mothers should have separate lives in the public sphere away 

from the home. This group of mommy blogs invites mothers who may not 

previously have been very involved in publishing  to write openly.  Because 

blogs only require an internet connection and a computer, the same group of 

women  that  Betty  Friedan  looked  at—white,  middle-class,  suburban 

housewives—are able to write from within their homes. 

Despite the ease of publication through blogs, women’s blogs are not 

as  widespread  as  men’s  blogs—according  to  Technorati’s  “State  of  the 

Blogosphere 2008 Report,” women account for only 34% of global bloggers. 

BlogHer, a women bloggers’ forum, claims that “36 million women a week 

participate in the blogosphere . . . 21 million women a week read blogs . . . 

[and] [a]n additional 15 million women a week read and publish blogs of their 

own.”5 Although  a  lack  of  equality  in  numbers  exists,  the  numbers  are 

astounding, and this inequality has not stopped stay-at-home mothers from 

developing their corner of the medium within the mommy blog. 

Being mothers gives these women a lot  of  material  to  write  about. 

Every day is full of a wide variety of experiences. Because mommy blogs are

usually written with an emotion and personality which connects 

with readers in ways that other niches often can’t and they speak 

about subjects that naturally carry strong emotions: home, family, 

marriage, children, the environment–all of which encourage 

dedicated readers, 

3 Of course, private blogs are not accessible by anyone with an internet connection. For the 
purposes of this thesis, public blogs are implied in cases where not otherwise noted. 
4 Mommy blogs are blogs written mostly by stay-at-home mothers with popular topics of 
parenting tips, humorous narratives, crafting, household maintenance, and writing—
subjects recognizable from the patterns found in women’s autobiographical writing.
5 http://www.blogher.com/advertise, accessed on 20 August 2009.
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the very popular Michelle Mitchell from the blog Scribbit believes that they are 

a subject worthy of observation (Rowse).

Some popular mommy blogs have become so popular that by simply 

reviewing products and hosting ads on the side column of the blog, mothers 

have started earning money, even if their blogs started out as a hobby form 

of diary writing. A select few have even become the main breadwinners of the 

family  through their  blogs alone,  the most  classic  example  being  Heather 

Armstrong’s sarcasm-filled blog, dooce (Shellenbarger). 

The development of mommy blogs has made publication of American 

stay-at-home mother’s  lives  easier  than ever  before.  Because  the  blog  is 

published in posts (reflecting fragmentary women’s autobiographies), allows 

for almost live comments and discussion, can be worked on from home, and 

creates communities (reflecting the importance of relationships to women as 

reflected  in  women's  autobiographical  writing),  mommy blogs  provide  the 

form  of  American  women’s  autobiography  that  women  sought  as  they 

rejected  the  patterns  established  in  men's  autobiographical  writing.  The 

characteristics of women’s autobiographies fit the structure of the medium. In 

other  words,  blogs  have  turned  out  to  be  the genre  of  women’s 

autobiographies.  Women bloggers  and  specifically  mommy bloggers  finally 

having  an  autobiographical  genre  of  their  own  solves  problems  of  the 

feminine  mystique  as  shown  in  mommy  blogs  that  will  be  quoted  and 

analyzed within the length of this thesis. 

Additionally,  blogging gives women the  chance to write.  The act  of 

writing has long been seen as an exploration of identity. Similarly, the blog 

acts as a whiteboard where the self can be developed and re-developed. In 

an interview on the blog Scribbit, Stephanie Precourt claims, 

I think my favorite thing [about blogging] is having an outlet to 

release my thoughts and keep a journal of my adventures in 

motherhood and really finding out more about myself along the 

way. I love the give and take with other bloggers and finding people 

I really “click” with (no pun intended).6

6 http://scribbit.blogspot.com/2008/10/someone-id-like-you-to-meet-stephanie.html, 
accessed 27 June 2009.
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Precourt  mentions  several  reasons  she likes  blogging—outlet,  journal,  and 

making connections with other bloggers, but all of those things add to her 

“finding out more about [her]self.”7

A last benefit of mommy blogs for stay-at-home mothers is having a 

membership in an expansive community. One of the most popular mommy 

bloggers, Dawn Meehan, said in an interview: “[Blogging] gives [women] an 

outlet, a way to ‘talk’ to other moms, a way to share stories and know that 

they aren't alone” (Adomaitis). As opposed to the stay-at-home mothers of 

Betty Friedan's research, the stay-at-home mothers blogging now are able to 

be involved in relationships outside of the home while fulfilling their roles as 

mothers within the home.

This thesis argues that the unforeseen solution to the problem outlined 

by Betty Friedan (assuming her research reflected reality) lies in the solution 

to the lack of a place for women's autobiographical writing. Because many 

stay-at-home mothers finally  have a matching niche for  their  writing in  a 

medium  that  also  provides  a  much-needed  community  and  identity 

exploration, they use that space to write of their resulting satisfaction. Then, 

in a step to mirror the support shown to them in the blogging community as 

well as a further sign of their contentment, they write of a desire to spread 

the love for their roles. 

Although many examples of mommy blogs will be used, four appear as 

overwhelming examples within the course of this thesis.8 Accordingly, it will 

be necessary to give some background information about these bloggers, as 

extracted from their blogs.

The first mommy blog to be explored extensively is called Leaves With 

Tree; You With Me. Though the blog started out being located at an address 

named after the author (emilyanne.net), the last year has seen all the posts 

transferred  to  somethingsgotogether.blogspot.com.  Though  blogger  Emily 

Anne grew up in the Eastern States, she attended college in the West and 
7 http://scribbit.blogspot.com/2008/10/someone-id-like-you-to-meet-stephanie.html, 
accessed 27 June 2009.
8 Although these example mommy bloggers could have been contacted to answer 
questions about their lives and their blogs, it was decided that their writings support the 
thesis strongly without comment. In effect, the excerpts come in the same form that any 
reader stumbling upon the blog would find. I did, however, let them know in their 
comments that their blogs would be used in this study, to which none of them protested.
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now lives in Texas. There, she and her husband raise her two children, a boy 

and a girl. Her blog has no pseudonyms for her family and often has reflective 

posts about motherhood accompanied by artful photographs of her family. 

The  next  example  mommy  blog  is  Seagull  Fountain,  which  is  a 

reference  to  rural  western  town  where  the  blogger  lives.  This  blog  also 

recently saw all its posts moved from its original location, which in this case 

was called  What About Mom. The author is a mother named Shannon who 

goes  by  the  name  Jane  on  her  blog.  She  also  has  pseudonyms  for  her 

husband and children, such as “Dick” and “Spot.” She has three children and 

her husband, who is a technical writer, and who also writes a regular blog. 

They both have a scholarly approach in their writing that opens the way for 

many debates.

The third blog is NieNie Dialogues, written by mother-of-four Stephanie 

Nielson, also known as “Nie” or “NieNie.” Nielson’s blog already had a strong 

following  by  the  summer  of  2008  while  she  was  living  in  Arizona,  but 

following a plane crash that burned 30% of her husband’s body and 80% of 

hers,9 the word about her blog spread farther as her sister, also a famous 

blogger  (named “c  jane”),  wrote  updates  and  raised  money  for  Nielson’s 

recovery. In the aftermath of the crash, readership spiked from 1,000 hits a 

day to 20,000.10 Nie’s blog is known for its reflection of tasteful design (both 

on the blog itself and in her life as shown in the pictures), as well  as for 

showing a sentimental view of motherhood.

The last mommy blog to be examined is Lawsons Did Dallas! Blogger 

Amy Lawson started her blog when she was getting her  Master’s in Public 

Administration and her husband was studying to be a chiropractor in Texas, 

far from her hometown in the East. She and her husband have one son and 

are  expecting  another  baby.  Lawson’s  writing  has  a  sarcastic,  witty  tone 

accompanied by stock photos and the occasional personal photo.

The following chapter will discuss the details of Betty Friedan's book, 

The  Feminine  Mystique and  its  affects  on  American  society.  The  years 

following its publication will then be discussed as they apply to the changing 

roles for women and the resultant view of staying home with children as old-

9 See Alex Williams.
10 See footnote 13.
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fashioned. Lastly, a close reading will be conducted of a paragraph written by 

a stay-at-home mom on a mommy blog in order to see if the problem with no 

name lives on in these women living a conservative lifestyle. 

Chapter  three outlines the history of autobiographical  writing as an 

originally  male  practice  starting  with  Augustine  in  the  5th  century.11 Ten 

centuries later, Margery Kempe recorded events of  her life. As time passed, 

more  women  began  to  take  up  life  writing  until  it  was  adopted  as  their 

favorite  genre,  though most  records were  not published as  they were for 

private use, as in diaries, journals, and life histories. When women started 

participating in the practice of life writing however, certain patterns appeared 

in their writing. These characteristics that distinguished their autobiographical 

writings from those of men will be outlined, followed by women's justification 

for writing.

The fourth chapter concerns itself with the particular components of 

mommy blogs. Because of the possibilites for multimedia, the fragmentary 

nature of blog posts, the online community, and other offerings of blogs, the 

patterns of women's autobiography (found in the previous chapter) fit  the 

structure of the medium. As a new technology, blogs have afforded mothers 

the  chance  to  carve  out  their  own  section  of  the  blogosphere  from  the 

beginning, placing their blogs under the title of “Mommy Blogs.” 

Chapter  five  uses  narrative  theory  to  define  blogs  as  narratives 

important in the formation of identity,  making blogs an important tool  for 

stay-at-home mothers trying to avoid the problem discovered by Friedan. As 

they write, women (and mothers specifically) are able to have an outlet as 

well as to examine and cultivate their self-images. 

Then in chapter six, the importance of community and its inseparable 

link  to  identity  will  be  illuminated.  Mommy  blogs  proffer  stay-at-home 

mothers  involvement  in  relationships  outside  the  home,  where  they  can 

connect  with  mothers  in  similar  situations.  These  mommy  bloggers  find 

advice,  audience for  their  stories,  and friendship,  helping  them to form a 

strong sense of self and confidence in their role as stay-at-home mothers.

11 This outline of autobiographical writing is my own summary of histories which have also 
been summarized by scholars such as Estelle C. Jelinek, Bella Brodzki, Celeste Schenck, 
and Jill Ker Conway.
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The last chapter, chapter seven, summarizes and concludes the thesis 

with  the  implications  of  the  research  of  this  thesis  for  mothers, 

autobiographical  writing,  and  further  research.  Though  mothers' 

autobiographical  writings  never  held  a  strong  presence  within  print 

publications,  it  seems  likely  that  their  autobiographical  writing  will  see  a 

further  shift  away from books.  If  the  conclusions  made  in  this  study  are 

correct, more mothers who desire to do so can stay home and enjoy doing so 

as well-situated members of wide communities. Those conducting research in 

mother studies, autobiographical narratives, and blogs will be able to publish 

what they have found in the same form they have found it—online and thus 

spread understanding of the benefits of blogs for stay-at-home mothers. 

9
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2 
Satisfaction and 
Stay-at-Home Mothers

For  the  last  century,  American  women  have  made  leaps  and  bounds  in 

securing  rights  for  themselves.  Women  went  from  being  pampered  in  a 

belittling way and having little or no say in political affairs of the country to 

filling competitive jobs previously reserved for men and having the right to 

vote and more. Feminists like Betty Friedan see an interesting occurrence in 

the history of feminism, though. And that is, that after the Second World War, 

women were forced and sometimes even fled back to the home, where they 

forgot about the rights they had fought for. 

Friedan  sparked  and  reawakened  interest  in  retrieving  those  rights 

when  she  published  her  research  about  the  dissatisfied  feeling  that 

housewives were admitting to. She gave several reasons for the return to the 

home, outlined why it was a problem for women, and presented solutions to 

the problem.

Since the publication of Friedan's book, two more waves of feminism 

made their way across the country. As a result, women have received better 

educations and secured high-level jobs outside of the home. The changes to 

women's roles would seem to inspire increased satisfaction in women as they 

fulfill the solutions Friedan suggested. 

But  not every woman decided to use her education to work in  the 

public realm. Some have chosen to continue in the tradition of stay-at-home 

mothers, committing what Friedan might call  "wasting potential." Although 

Friedan's research would have predicted dissatisfaction in these women, their 

personal writing does not reflect the same, as will be seen in an example at 

the end of the chapter.

10
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Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique

In 1963, Betty Friedan published The Feminine Mystique. Her book outlined 

years of research, wherein she had found a “problem that has no name” (17) 

affecting  American  women  mostly  of  white,  middle-class,  suburban 

backgrounds.  Through  interviews  and  research  among  unmarried  women, 

stay-at-home mothers, career women, companies marketing to women, and 

women’s magazines, Friedan concluded that American society had come to 

re-expect  an  idealized  feminine  image  (the  “feminine  mystique”)  that 

encouraged women to be housewives and only housewives. In describing the 

“rush  back  to  the  home”  phenomenon,  Friedan  claimed  it  to  be  a  step 

backwards after first-wave feminism. 

By the 1930s, this first wave of feminism had resulted in an increase in 

the numbers of women receiving education and working. But the statistics in 

the following years showed a decrease in the same areas. When scrutinizing 

these numbers, Friedan highlighted the dissatisfaction and loss of identity for 

girls expected to fill women’s roles as housewives at early ages. 

Friedan  theorized  that  several  reasons  were  accountable  for  the 

renewed expectation of the feminine mystique. Her first theory links the idea 

of  a  pleasant,  domestic  mother  to  daydreams  of  soldiers  psychologically 

denying the horrors of war. She wrote that their ideas of homes filled with 

perfect mothers offered them a cozy escape from the world, but this escape 

was unrealistic and impossible.  

According to Friedan, after the war, “Oedipus conflict and sibling rivalry 

became  household  words”  (165).  This  adoption  of  popularized  and 

Americanized versions of Freud’s theories is another of Friedan’s reasons for 

“the problem that has no name” (17). Along with the popularity of Freud’s 

theories, albeit Americanized, came his Victorian views of women. To Freud, 

women were highly dependent and would never mature to the same extent as 

men. Additionally,  “[i]t was suddenly discovered that the mother could be 

blamed for almost everything” (165). Whether it be an addict or a psychotic, 

someone with depression or impotence, everyone had a mother in his or her 

history. Since American women were gaining rights (such as the vote) around 

the same time that the view of mothers as being solely responsible for the 

11
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health of their children became popular, it was easy to point the finger at 

women’s increasing freedoms as the reason that mothers were unable to keep 

their children from being sufferers of so many problems. 

On  a  similar  key,  Friedan  viewed  Margaret  Mead  as  having  been 

blinded by Freud in her sociological research. Mead simplified the roles of the 

women  whose  roles  she  analyzed,  viewing  them  as  undeveloped  or 

underdeveloped  sexual  creatures  whose  sole  purpose  and  desire  was  to 

provide sexual fulfillment,  create children, and raise children for men. The 

respect for Mead’s theories contributed to the changing idea of woman. Thus 

woman became a physical, animalistic being, mainly good for fulfilling men’s 

needs for both sex and someone to bear and raise their children. Of course in 

limiting women to the simplest of roles, they were no longer needed in roles 

outside of the home. Men kissed their wives and children goodbye, and closed 

the door behind them as they went off into the public world. 

According to Friedan, as the feminist mystique took a strong hold on 

society, universities reflected the changing idea of women. They offered more 

and  more  courses  about  marriage  and  homemaking  to  women  students. 

Simultaneously, they expected women to avoid the more analytical subjects. 

Once  a  woman found  a  husband,  she  almost  always  quit  college.  If  she 

worked,  it  was  often  to  receive  a  PhT,  or  “put  him through”—that  is,  to 

financially support her husband’s education until he could support the family 

himself.

In short, Friedan wrote that “the whole nation stopped growing up” 

because it was easier to forget the “complex larger problems of the postwar 

world” (164). “It was easier, safer,” she wrote further, 

to think about love and sex than about communism, McCarthy, and 

the uncontrolled bomb. It was easier to look for Freudian sexual 

roots in man’s behaviour, his ideas, and his wars than to look 

critically at his society and act constructively to right its wrongs. 

(164)

All of America (and indeed much of the world) had been through so much 

that rather than dealing with it, they returned to previous ideologies that kept 

mothers out of the public world, at home with the children. 
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As a result of the restoration of limited housewifery, Friedan writes that 

girls  experienced  a  crisis.  Although  they  had  been  raised  with  increasing 

equality to boys because of emerging emancipation for women, they now had 

to live a different role. Women had new public freedoms available to them, 

but they were again restricted to old Victorian roles. The choices of education 

and  career  that  had  been  previously  offered  to  them narrowed.  Instead, 

Friedan  found  that  women rushed back to  the  home and felt  guilt  about 

involvement in the community because of the time it took them away from 

the children. 

Predictably,  housewives  tried  to  find  satisfaction  despite  their 

limitations. To illustrate her point, Friedan lists women having baby after baby 

(217), adopting ads as textbooks and department stores as schools (197), 

and thus buying the latest and fanciest gadgets, yearning for bigger houses, 

living vicariously through their children (249), sexual promiscuity (238), and 

becoming experts at keeping spotless houses as activities they did to seek 

fulfillment. However, Friedan is only able to provide examples of mothers who 

succeeded in filling the void by practicing their ability to choose and taking 

advantage of public freedoms.

One solution that  Friedan gave was to make education available to 

women on a level equal to that of men. Because of correlations between more 

sexual fulfillment and higher levels of education (285), she suggested more 

funding for part-time schooling, and more availability of night classes, even if 

that  meant  years  of  night  school.  On  a  similar  line,  Friedan  encouraged 

companies and women to settle for nothing less than jobs that required full 

potential.

Another way to allow housewives to find fulfillment faced the problem 

of changing societal expectations. Friedan felt that if women were allowed to 

realize their potential, whether it be through art or writing or science, they 

would be happier. Women should be able to have characteristics that were not 

considered  especially  feminine.  For  example,  data  that  Friedan  presented 

from respected scholars such as Maslow showed that women who had more 

strength of self (through education) had more concern for “other people and 

[to] problems of the world” (277). Friedan implied that this outer concern 
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would help solve problems of society. She asked that schools stop setting the 

bar low for women students. Additionally, she asked that people in general 

get rid of the attitude that women were rejecting their families by having a 

public life and that they should stop giving women feelings of guilt for doing 

so. 

One might argue that if the expectation of the feminine mystique was 

new  and  coming  from  society,  women  could  have  easily  overcome  it. 

However, Friedan contends that the power of societal expectations cannot be 

overlooked. For instance, those women who were able to start or continue 

enjoying  public  freedoms  for  women  were  often  on  the  receiving  end  of 

hostilities from housewives. Friedan mused that negative reactions came as a 

result of jealousy. Sometimes stay-at-home mothers who saw those women 

with public roles scorned them because they seemed to be proving that the 

feminine mystique was not the solution to the problems of society and the 

way for women to feel fulfilled.

Naturally  then,  with  the  publication  of  Friedan’s  book  came  an 

explosion of reactions, from protests that she was encouraging mothers to do 

the  opposite  of  what  was  best  for  their  children  (leaving  the  home)  to 

identification with “the  problem that  has no name” (17).  While  protestors 

found  many  arguments  to  cheapen  Friedan’s  reasoning,  the  quantity  of 

women  dealing  with  this  dissatisfaction  could  not  be  denied  and  many 

seemed to agree that something more was needed for women. 

To summarize, Friedan argued that the nation returned to simplicity to 

avoid complex problems. This simplicity included an unrealistic expectation of 

housewifery that limited women to the private sphere, where they could no 

longer participate in public freedoms that had been granted to women after 

the long fight for women’s emancipation. Friedan encouraged a realization of 

women’s potential through a return to public life and education. 
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Since The Feminine Mystique

Of course, a lot has happened since the publication of Friedan’s book. Her 

work  acted  as  a  catalyst  of  a  wave  of  feminism  dubbed  “second-wave” 

because of its continuation of demands for equalities that began to come to 

fruition  in  the  pre-war  years.  This  wave  pushed  women’s  legal,  sexual, 

familial, and working rights. Although some date second-wave feminism as 

reaching its end in the late 1980s, this wave of feminism is occasionally said 

to continue to co-exist with the third wave of feminism that started in 1990. 

However, third-wave feminists would most likely dislike this characterization, 

as  the  wave arose  as  a  reaction  to  the  apparent  failures  of  second-wave 

feminism. 

Third-wave feminists found a problem in Friedan’s research, saying its 

demographics  were  limited  to  white,  middle-class,  suburban  housewives. 

These  third-wave  feminists  encouraged  women  to  define  “feminism”  in 

defense of groups of women who did not fit this group. Sexual orientation and 

sexual abuse of women, for example, received more attention in the third 

wave of feminism.12 

Women gained new equalities  through both second-wave and third-

wave feminism. All together, the advances women made over the last century 

have  been  enormous.  Betsey  Stevenson  and  Justin  Wolfer’s  article  “The 

Paradox of  Declining Female Happiness,”  summarizes the strides made for 

women in recent generations:

[T]he gender wage gap has partly closed; educational attainment 

has risen and is now surpassing that of men; women have gained 

an unprecedented level of control over fertility; technological 

change in the form of new domestic appliances has freed women 

from domestic drudgery; and women’s freedoms within both the 

family and market sphere have expanded . . . Labor force outcomes 

have improved absolutely, as women’s real wages have risen for all 

but the least educated women . . . female labor force participation 

12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feminism, accessed 29 June 2009.
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has risen to record levels both absolutely and relative to that of 

men. (1)

The acceptance of women as players in the world outside of the home is what 

Friedan  dreamt  of  36  years  ago.  These  improved  public  standings  for 

American women probably would have seemed unbelievable to women (or 

men, for that matter) one hundred years ago.  

But just because these possibilities are now available to women does 

not mean that all women have chosen to take the paths leading them away 

from the housewife role. Nor does it mean that career women show higher 

levels of happiness. In fact, Stevenson and Wolfer’s article shows declining 

levels  of  happiness  for  women in  general.  However,  that  is  a  subject  for 

another time. In this thesis, the focus is on those women who have chosen to 

be  stay-at-home  mothers,  and  who  can  be  found  within  the  same 

demographics that Betty Friedan’s research was limited to. 

After reading and studying Friedan’s findings gathered in The Feminine 

Mystique, and seeing the changes that have been made in women’s rights 

and roles since then,  it  might  be  expected  that  current-day stay-at-home 

moms are dissatisfied. But closer looks at the form that modern-day stay-at-

home moms are using to conduct autobiographical writing show a different 

story.

Happiness in Stay-at-home Mothers’ Writing

Within the context of Friedan’s theory, autobiographical narratives from stay-

at-home moms may be seen in a different light. For example, one might look 

for feelings of triumph in women’s personal texts when they have public roles 

away from the home and children. Similarly, in autobiographical writing from 

a  stay-at-home  mother  or  housewife,  one  might  expect  signs  of 

dissatisfaction. If the “problem that has no name” really still exists among 

stay-at-home mothers, their personal life writings would surely reflect it. 

Betty Friedan seems to have been right when she wrote that mothers 

need education and involvement outside of the home in order to be satisfied. 
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What she did not foresee was that the future form of autobiographical writing, 

the blog, would make a way for educated mothers to stay at home and have 

public involvement simultaneously. Mommy blogs represent a corner of the 

Blogosphere  dominated  by  mothers  who  write  about  the  balance  and 

satisfaction  in  their  lives.  On  the  blog  The  Spices  of  Life,  for  example, 

mommy blogger Celita P. writes: “[M]y role as “mommy” . . . has been a 

journey unlike any I have ever read about in any travel book, but it has been 

the most rewarding, fulfilling, and memorable of any I have ever taken.”13 

Another  example  appeared  in  an  anonymous  comment  written  on  the 

mommy blog c jane enjoy it: 

And this evening, as I wipe fingerprints off the fridge, clean up after 

the dog . . . and listen to the quiet breathe [sic] around me I am 

also aware that this life is sanctified. This choice of motherhood is 

truly one to be aspired to, and inspired by. And sometimes I lose 

my temper. And it is then that words like those of Stephanie about 

motherhood help me remember why I made this choice. And why I 

will continue to make this choice. Forever.14

The tedium of being a housewife is clear in this commentator’s passage. She 

names two minuscule jobs that she attends to, claiming the time to be “this 

evening.” However, the later use of “sometimes” and “then” shows that these 

jobs are most likely ongoing and that “this  evening”  may be describing a 

typical  evening in her life.  Following the two continuous jobs,  she has an 

ellipsis, showing that there is more of the same tedium that has not been 

named. 

Until the point of the ellipsis, a reader may feel hopelessness in the 

monotony of the commentator’s role as housewife, but then the remarkable 

happens—her description of the evening turns magical. She is surrounded not 

by snoring, but by “quiet breath”—breath that lets her know that life (as a 

mother)  is  not  meaningless,  but  “sanctified”—a very  honor-filled  word  for 

something  that  started  out  sounding  so  discouraging.  But  her  words  of 

admiration do not stop with sanctification. Rather, she continues by discussing 

13 http://perilloparodies.blogspot.com/2008/06/my-june-write-away-contest-entry-is.html, 
accessed 18 June 2008.
14 http://blog.cjanerun.com/2008/11/saint-stephanie.html, accessed 19 August 2009.
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motherhood as a choice she made—not a role she was forced into, and that it 

is a role of the highest honor; motherhood is to “be aspired to, and inspired 

by.” 

Then the commentator, instead of keeping the reader engulfed in the 

magic of motherhood, honestly admits that despite her respect for the role, 

she  is  not  the  perfect  mother  who  never  loses  her  temper.  But  these 

moments of perceived failure in motherhood are followed by more inspiration, 

this time from an outside source (not “quiet breath”). Words from another 

woman who has also made the choice to be a mother remind her why she 

decided to do so. Those words from Nielson must indeed show commitment 

and  enjoyment  of  motherhood  in  order  to  inspire  the  commentator  so 

strongly. For this time, instead of being comforted only long enough to come 

up with doubts about the quality of her mothering, she firmly contends, by 

using the word “will”  instead of “should” or “could,” that motherhood is a 

choice she will make—forever. 

This comment is not one to choose when hoping to support Friedan’s 

research, although the commentator could have invented the role portrayed 

in the passage.  But assuming the  comment  comes from an honest,  blog-

reading mother, where is Friedan’s “problem that has no name” (17)? Where 

is the insistent hopelessness that comes from socially being forced into a role 

away  from the  public?  This  commentator  acknowledges  the  difficulties  of 

being a mother, but her words show the peace in her role.

As in  the example of  the commentator,  most  modern stay-at-home 

moms do not reflect dissatisfaction with their roles in their writings within the 

Blogosphere.  Mommy blogs,  in a way unforeseen by Friedan,  have solved 

problems  of  Friedan’s  feminine  mystique,  where  women  felt  limited  and 

mysteriously  unfulfilled  within  their  roles  as  housewives.  There  are  two 

reasons for this solution. The first is that mommy blogs, as a technological 

medium very different from books or other printed forms, fits the patterns 

that have appeared in earlier forms of women’s autobiographical writing. 

The  second  reason  supports  Friedan’s  idea  that  the  stay-at-home 

mothers  she  worked  with  needed  more  public  involvement.  This  reason 

originates from narrative theory, which argues that both the stories we create 
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and the communities affecting them play a strong role in forming a confident 

identity. Since mommy blogs supply a public place for stay-at-home mothers 

to write their narratives, they are more able to receive feedback and form 

supportive communities  among each other,  providing them with the public 

involvement  they  need.  Before  further  analysis,  some  background  of 

autobiographical  writing is necessary and will  follow in the next chapter. A 

discussion of communities and identity will occur in the fifth chapter.

Conclusion

According to Betty Friedan, women were on the right path leading away from 

repression because of their gender when several factors changed America’s 

attitude and sent women back to the home with the children. As a result, 

American women who had been raised with an increasing number of rights 

were living lives earlier generations had seen and their dissatisfaction was 

overwhelming.  The publication  of  Friedan’s  The Feminine  Mystique revived 

interest in retrieving those rights won during the first feminist movement. 

Friedan’s  book was followed by two more waves of  feminism and women 

rejoining the work place and academic world. 

But  for  those  women  who  have  decided  to  stay  home  with  their 

children, there is another solution to the dissatisfaction reported by Friedan. 

In  a  way,  Friedan  was  right—women  needed  public  involvement.  Blogs 

provide a way to be involved while still attending to the duties involved with 

being stay-at-home mothers. Their autobiographical writing within the world 

of blogs seems to show a general content. Further chapters will discuss blogs 

as the home for features of women’s autobiographical writing and the benefits 

they provide to stay-at-home mothers through community and identity.
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3

Origin and Characteristics of Women’s 
Autobiographical Writing
It is often automatically assumed that autobiographical writing of men and 

women  share  the  same  characteristics.  After  all,  in  the  last  century, 

autobiographies and journals of both men and women have been published 

and have seen their waves of popularity. However, scholars who have studied 

autobiographical writing have seen patterns established from the beginning of 

this  male  genre,  and  they  have  seen  how  different  patterns  appear  in 

autobiographical writing of women. 

Although there may be some problems with differentiating life writing 

by gender, Mary G. Mason writes, the separation “may throw light (at times 

by  sheer  contrast)  on  one  another”  (21).  One  may  debate  whether  the 

differences  are  easy  enough  to  differentiate,  but  Mason  addresses  this 

concern in the following sentence: 

Nowhere in women’s autobiographies do we find the patterns 

established by the two prototypical male autobiographers, 

Augustine and Rousseau; and conversely, male writers never take 

up the archetypal models of Julian, Margery Kempe, Margaret 

Cavendish, and Anne Bradstreet. (21) 

Mason’s use of the word “nowhere” may seem strong, but the patterns to be 

outlined  will  show  her  absolutism  to  be  not  far  off  the  mark.  Because 

autobiographical writing started as a male tradition, it is important to look at 

the differences that appear in women's autobiographical writing. 

This section outlines the history of autobiographical writing as a male 

genre, summarizes how women became involved, and explores the specific 

characteristics that differentiate women's life writing from men's. Though the 

characteristics of men’s and women’s autobiographical writing differ, they can 

be split into four basic sections: pride, subject, relations, and organization. 

Beginnings of Autobiographical 
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Writing as a Male Genre

As  has  been  mentioned,  historically,  autobiographical  writing  has  been  a 

predominantly masculine genre. Its not-so-humble beginnings started in the 

5th  century,  with  Augustine’s  Confessions.  Traditionally  labeled  the  first 

autobiographer, Augustine set the stage for a pattern of pride found in man’s 

life. Most would justify this characteristic because of the nature of the genre. 

After all, an individual must think that his or her life is unique  in order to 

justify writing about it. 

This pride of male autobiographical writers shows in the fact that not 

only do male life writers believe their lives are unique, they also believe their 

lives are ideal examples to be followed. As Bella Brodzki and Celeste Schenck 

point out in their book Life/Lines: Theorizing Women’s Autobiography, “[t]he 

very authority of masculine autobiography derives from the assumption held 

by both author and reader that the life being written/read is an exemplary 

one” (2-3). Because male autobiographers like Augustine are of the opinion 

that their lives should be imitated, Brodzki and Schenck go further to say that 

the “I” in men’s autobiographical writing speaks for all of society (4). This 

narrator  that  appears  in  men’s  life  writing  carries  a  father-like  voice  of 

authority laced with pride and confidence that everyone should live similar 

lives.

But Augustine was not just proud of the life he believed to be ideal; his 

basic subject matter has continued in the thousands of men’s autobiographies 

since  his  time:  that  of  life  as  a  quest.  Starting  with  his  childhood,  he 

dramatized the follies of his youth and the turning points that led him to a 

victorious life (Jelinek 14). Jelinek writes that the view of “childhoods as idylls 

of innocence and redemption . . . seems to be a male literary tradition” (15). 

After battling the personal enemies of his childhood and succeeding, the male 

autobiographical writer, like Augustine, continues his life story with his going 

out into the world to face bigger battles. Augustine’s Confessions started this 

autobiographical tradition of writing about life in an adventurous form. In Jill 

Ker Conway’s book Written By Herself, she writes, 

The male form [of autobiography] derives from classical models. 
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The plot, borrowed from the Odyssey, shows us the narrator being 

tested in an heroic journey, emerging victorious from his trails, 

ready to claim his rightful place and his faithful Penelope. (viii) 

These Odyssey-like heroic journeys with triumphant endings are reflected in 

the majority of  male autobiographical  writing since the time of Augustine, 

showing  a  tendency  to  monumentalize  and  exaggerate  (Jelinek  14).  The 

struggle is a long and dramatized one that has to end successfully, otherwise 

the story is a failure according to the established beginning-conflict-resolution 

model.  Some  might  say  that  Augustine  did  not  start  this  tradition  of  an 

adventurous life, but that his autobiography simply reflected an inherently 

male view of life. However, this chicken-or-egg question does not matter—

what  is  important  is  that  this  feature  has  come  to  be  expected  in 

autobiographical writing, a genre founded with traditions outlined by men. 

Another  characteristic  that  one  expects  in  men’s  autobiographical 

writing  is  their  involvement in  the  public,  political,  historical  arena. These 

places are usually where the battles or struggles take place. Jelinek writes: 

“The consensus among critics is that a good autobiography . . . reveals his 

connectedness to the rest of society; it is representative of his times, a mirror 

of his era” (7). This temporal connection to society can be seen in the classic 

examples of male autobiography—in Augustine’s and Rousseau’s Confessions, 

for example.

The  last  characteristic  of  male  life  writing  is  one  that  many  might 

overlook  because  it  seems so  obvious.  However,  since  female  life  writing 

contrasts,  this  feature  should  not  be  forgotten—it  is  that  of  organization. 

Men’s autobiographical writing follows clear outlines organized by time. The 

chronological ordering allows the reader to easily follow the life of the writer 

and subject, from childhood usually to the time of writing. 

Women’s Autobiographical Writing: 
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Genre Misfits

Since  the  start  of  the  (male)  autobiographical  genre  in  the  5th  century, 

women’s autobiographical writing has come a long way. Most famously the 

first woman autobiographer, Margery Kempe opened the door for women life 

writers when she wrote her memoirs—a full ten centuries after Augustine. Her 

writings from the 15th century were finally widely discussed (and published) 

nearly  400  years  later.15 Simultaneous  with  the  publication  of  Kempe’s 

accounts,  women’s  personal  narratives  were  becoming  less  of  a  rarity. 

Indeed,  literate  women  had  made  life  writing  their  genre  of  choice  with 

private diaries. 

Although novels fit into a different genre, women novelists of the 19th 

century  further  opened  the  door  for  autobiographical  women writers.  The 

mid-20th century saw a feminist movement that resulted in texts written by 

women being published and re-published after second-wave feminists Sandra 

Gilbert and Susan Gubar  claimed that women have always been writers but 

without  the  publicity  afforded  male  writers.16 These  publications  included 

much  more  than  novels  and  other  non-life  writing.  In  the  1980s,  Estelle 

Jelinek called the work in women’s autobiographical writing 

a substantial literary discipline and one which has done much to 

give legitimacy and status to many excellent and innovative 

autobiographies by women that have been ignored or excluded 

from the critical canon. (xii)

She  encouraged  more  research  in  women’s  autobiographies  by  gathering, 

editing, and publishing research in the field.

Scholars of women’s autobiographical writing have repeatedly noticed 

patterns that differ from those patterns in men’s autobiography. There are 

certain  characteristics  that  seem  to  show  up  in  most  written  records  of 

women's lives, though of course there are exceptions—Gertrude Stein’s  The 

Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas most famously rejects as many paradigms as 

possible.17 But in general it can be said that women’s autobiographical writing 

15 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Margery_Kempe, accessed 29 June 2009.
16 Generally, the women who have conducted autobiographical writing have been those 
who would also fit into Friedan’s research—privileged and white.
17 See James E. Breslin.
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has some patterns that do not match the patterns of men’s autobiographical 

writing. 

One of the most blaring examples of a pattern found in women’s life 

writing is the lack of a triumphant journey the same way men record their 

lives. In contrast, many women’s autobiographical writing shows a journey of 

spirituality,  or,  as Spengemann expresses it,  these women life  writers  are 

“wanderers  with  God  as  [their]  guide”  (24).  Conway  writes,  “Women’s 

narratives are rare until the nineteenth century, and their plots concern inner 

spiritual journeys, accounts of a relationship with God” (viii). This can be seen 

in the example of Dame Julian of Norwich, who justifies her writing when she 

records: “But  because I am a woman, ought I therefore to believe that I 

should not tell you of the goodness of God, when I saw at the same time that 

it  is  his will  that it  be known?” (135).  She seems to find the idea of not 

recording  her  spiritual  experiences  absurd,  especially  as  a  woman.  Some 

scholars,  such  as  Jill  Ker  Conway,  believe  this  spiritual  journey  to  be  an 

unstable  one  (viii)—a  characteristic  that  starkly  contrasts  with  the  sure, 

heroic adventures of men. 

The organization  of  women’s  autobiographical  writing  also  contrasts 

with  that  of  men’s.  Although  men’s  life  writing  has  plot  ordered 

chronologically,  or as Shumaker has described it,  “the stepping back of  a 

painter to have a look at a finished canvas” (103), the fragmentary storylines 

typical of women’s autobiographical writing do not fit the tradition of the male 

genre. In contrast, women's writing centers on topical elements, with random 

flashbacks as well as pauses to ponder abstractly.  Some might say that this 

fragmentary organization of autobiographical writing more accurately reflects 

life.  Jelinek,  for  example,  writes  that  “[f]rom  earliest  times,  these 

discontinuous  forms  have  been  important  to  women  because  they  are 

analogous to the fragmented, interrupted, and formless nature of their lives” 

(19). Of course, as Jelinek continues, there are examples of autobiographical 

writing  of  women  that  are  more  clearly  ordered  and  selections  of 

autobiographical writing of men that are more fragmented, but she confirms 

that  even  the  “basically  linear”  life  writings  of  women  “exhibit  the  same 

anecdotal  and  disruptive  characteristic  we  find  in  other  women’s 
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autobiographies” (19).

Virginia Woolf  describes women’s life writing as, “deep old desks or 

capacious  hold-alls,  in  which  one  flings  a  mass  of  odds  and  ends”  (13). 

Similar  to  the  topical  organization of  women’s  life  writing  is  their  eclectic 

composition.  This  eclecticism  is  another  factor  that  makes  women’s 

autobiographical writing more similar to men’s diaries. In contrast, women 

compose varied autobiographical writing—their texts may include “narrative 

incidents, vignettes of personal relationships, character sketches, accounts of 

travels, essays on various topics, dialogues, copies of letters sent or received 

(Bloom and Holder 207).”

What’s  more,  the  multiple  public  and  private  roles  of  women  that 

receive focus, whether it be daughter, sister, mother, wife, teacher, etc., add 

to their autobiographical writing being eclectic. As Bloom and Holder state, 

[t]hese women are writers, quintessentially and predominantly, but 

they are  also friends,  lovers,  wives,  mothers,  leaders  of  salons. 

Their  personal writings affirm these multiple identities  and blend 

their private, public, and professional selves. (213)

In contrast to men, who are usually praised for one public role (for example, 

as producer or politician), women use their autobiographical writing to focus 

on multiple roles. 

Thus, women’s life writings are naturally more heterogeneous. These 

scrapbook-like  collections,  from  the  point  of  view  of  traditional 

autobiographical writing, are not worth publishing as life writing, which may 

contribute to women’s light grasp on the genre. Their writings are considered 

to be personal papers and nothing more, causing them to be hidden away in 

libraries’  archives,  contributing  even  more  to  the  acceptance  of 

autobiographical writing as a male genre.

Though writing about one’s self obviously calls for a certain amount of 

pride, women’s autobiographical writing does not boast a braggadocio to the 

extent shown in men’s autobiographical writing. Women “use autobiography, 

paradoxically, partly as a mode of self-denial” writes Patricia Meyer Spacks in 

her article “Selves in Hiding” (132). In fact, perhaps because of patriarchy 

and the expectation for women to be quiet and humble as well as the fact 
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that autobiographical writing is a men’s genre, women who record their lives 

find ways to apologize for sharing their lives. Spacks summarizes nicely when 

she writes: 

[T]o a striking degree [women autobiographical writers] fail directly 

to emphasize their own importance, though writing in a genre 

which implies self-assertion and self-display. Although several find 

indirect means of declaring personal power and effectiveness, they 

do so, as it were, in disguise. (113-114)

The disguises women life writers use to downplay self-importance differ from 

era to era and from woman writer to woman writer. In order to avoid seeming 

selfish  by  assuming  her  life  to  be  worth  writing  about,  some  women 

autobiographical  writers  emphasize  the  obligations  they  feel.  Women  life 

writers  like Harriet  Martineau change the seeming selfishness to gratitude 

deemed more appropriate for a lady by claiming a “‘duty’ to record” as a “way 

of  repaying  other  autobiographers  for  the  pleasure  and  benefit  they  had 

given” (Winston 94). 

Though, according to Winston, later women autobiographical  writers 

were more dedicated to their professions or the beliefs that their work had 

value,  they  nevertheless continued including  reasons  for  writing.  In  other 

words, though the western definition of a lady changed after the Victorian 

Era, women still felt a need to justify the selfishness attached to writing about 

one’s self and to overcome the barriers keeping them from participating in a 

men’s genre. 

But after justifying their writing, one might expect that the life writing 

of  women  would  go  on  to  emphasize,  or  at  least  outline,  their  immense 

achievements.  However,  the  contrary  is  true.  Spacks  analyzes  the 

autobiographical writing of women authors who have “significant, sometimes 

dazzling,  accomplishment to her credit”  (113). However, Spacks finds that 

“the theme of accomplishment rarely dominates the narrative” (113). Some 

emphasize failures, some plead political causes, and some are proud of their 

energy but fail  to show “the importance of  what that energy has enabled 

them to do” (113).
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Women’s life writing discloses inner thoughts.18 The private life being 

shown contrasts starkly with men’s autobiographical writing, which, as has 

been mentioned, emphasizes “their work life, their professional success, or 

their connectedness to current political or intellectual history” (Jelinek 10). 

Even famous women who have led public lives relate more personal events of 

life than those events that made them famous. 

For example, Margaret Mead, according to the expectations for a male 

autobiography, would be expected to outline her dealings with her career in 

cultural  anthropology.  But,  following  patterns  of  most  women's 

autobiographical  writing,  she  chose  to  record  what  she  did  in  her 

relationships, especially as a mother, even skipping the twenty years of her 

life most dedicated to her career (Jelinek 10). No matter how unheroic, she 

wrote about her personal accomplishments and daily happenings as compared 

to the political or public actions typical for men's autobiographical writing. 

While exposing inner discourses, one of the most constant patterns in 

women’s autobiographical writing (and not in men’s) turns outward. In their 

search  for  identity,  women  write  about  themselves  in  relation  to  others. 

Mason  splits  these  relationships  into  four  types  and  gives  examples  for 

women who mainly wrote in those types, while acknowledging that there are 

countless  others—“Relation  to  another  autonomous  being  (Margaret 

Cavendish), relation to one single, transcendent other (Julian), relation to two 

others  (Margery  Kempe),  relation  to  a  multiple  collectivity,  a  many-in-one 

(Anne Bradstreet)” (41). 

When  looking  at  this  importance  of  relationships  to  women  in 

relationship to men’s autobiographical writing, there is an obvious gap. As 

Jelinek  argues,  men  rarely  mention  siblings  or  children—or  even  wives—

though both men and women are open on the subject of their parents (11-

12). Especially of interest in further chapters of this thesis is the fact that 

women’s roles as mothers have more value within their life writing than their 

individual  lives,  than  their  public  involvement,  and  even  than  their 

relationships with spouses.

18 This relating of more private thoughts does not in any way imply that women do not 
consider audience even in their originally private autobiographical writing. Even scholars of 
the most private of diaries say that writing is influenced by audience, as can be seen in 
footnote 2.
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With some of the more public life writing of women, relational values 

are so important that a relationship is openly forged between the writer and 

the reader. Miriam Fuchs asserts that women want to gain legitimacy from 

readers  (11)  and  shows  many  examples  of  women  directly  addressing 

readers. In exploring Allende’s Paula, Fuchs contends that Allende writes with 

the  hope  that  her  words  “will  necessitate  a  response,  hoping  against 

overwhelming odds that dialogue will  one day be possible” (17).  Although 

Allende began writing the book as a way for her daughter to learn of what 

occurred  while  she  was  in  a  coma,  her  dream was  not  realized.  Allende 

looking for  a  response or dialogue is not  abnormal  within the tradition of 

women’s autobiographical writing. 

In  theory,  men’s  autobiographies,  since  they  involve  the  outer 

occurrences of life, would be very similar when written as biographies—that 

is, if the writer were someone other than the subject. Biographies of women, 

however,  would  probably  be  more  like  men’s  public  autobiographical  or 

biographical writing—they would illustrate the subject’s big accomplishments 

in a chronological manner. Lynn Y. Bloom and Orlee Holder, in their analysis of 

Anais Nin’s Diary, write that women’s autobiographies “are more like diaries, 

honest  records  of  the  moment,  white-hot”  (208).  Quoting  Weintraub, 

women’s autobiographies “impose the order of the next day on the record of 

the previous day” (827). Women record day-to-day events, and with details. 

Some readers of women’s life writing have complained about women's 

autobiographies because they write the daily details. To those annoyed by this 

pattern,  the  details  of  the  everyday are  not  worth  reading and make  for 

extremely  long,  detailed  texts,  such  as  in  the  case  of  Anais  Nin,  who 

published eleven diaries. Similarly, in the article entitled, “Harriet Martineau’s 

Autobiography: The Making  of a Female Philosopher,” Mitzi Myers writes of 

Harriet Martineau’s insistence on “richly detailed verisimilitude and absolute 

candor,” claiming that her attitude, like that of other women autobiographical 

writers, is “If all the truth cannot be told, we should at least be given nothing 

but the truth” (55). In other words, not all the space in the world can record 

everything that has ever happened, but at least what is recorded should be 

true. This attitude, because it  encourages as much truth as possible,  also 
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encourages the length that bores some readers expecting the characteristics 

found in the established male genre. 

However, these lengthy details are not tiring for everyone. The women 

writers are not just writing lengthy details because they are seeking to record 

as much truth as possible. Additionally, these details have been described as 

“ecstatic moments with mundane experiences” (44-45) by Spengemann.  In 

making this comment, Spengemann’s point is that these small details have 

meaning  to  the  women  recording  them—perhaps  they  have  brought  the 

writer joy. When, for example, stay-at-home mothers record the progress of 

their children, it may not be of interest to everyone, but they take joy in 

recording  milestones  and  may  even  spark  interest  among  mothers  with 

children of similar ages.

Women’s Justifications for Writing

Why do women even choose  to  write  about  their  lives  if  autobiographical 

writing is a male genre? Again, the reasons differ from the traditions of men's 

autobiographical  writing.  Though men write to show their  pride about the 

accomplishments in their lives, women give other reasons within their writing. 

First  of  all,  many  women  write  because  they  want  to  preserve  the 

present for the future.  “Though very different, these examples all  suggest 

that  it  is  reasonable  to  conclude  that  the  majority  of  written  diaries  are 

constructed around the premise that they will serve as records or artifacts of 

the  present  for  the  future,  or  as  Peggy  Gale  puts  it,  “‘a  single  voice,  a 

memory,  a document,  a today  captured for  tomorrow’”  (qtd.  in  Katz  16). 

Women who conduct autobiographical writing want to be able to reflect on 

their past experience later. Additionally, they want their future generations to 

be able to read about their lives. In a way, they live on through their writing. 

Another reason is noted by Miriam Fuchs, a scholar of narratives of 

catastrophe,  in  The  Text  is  Myself:  “[W]riting  cannot  be  separated  from 

experience” (91). The simple occurrence of life is like the writing of a book 

and the story that exists within the book. The blog  c jane enjoy it has a 
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quotation in its banner from the Anais Nin, a woman who published many 

volumes of journals, even as she was still living. It says, “We write to taste 

life twice, once in the moment and in retrospection.”19 Each life is,  in the 

simplest terms, a story, with characters, dialogue, conflict, etc. For example, 

in  Paula,  Isabel  Allende  writes,  “My life  is  created  as  I  narrate  and  my 

memory strengthens with writing” (qtd. in Text is Myself, page 183, page 8 in 

original).  To Allende, her writing is her life experience.  Not only does she 

consider her writing to be an act of her life creation, she admits that her 

writing fortifies her ability to remember that life. 

According  to  autobiographer  Oliphant,  this  creation  of  life  through 

writing  comes  naturally:  "I  have  written  because  it  gave  me  pleasure, 

because it  came natural to me, because it was like talking and breathing” 

(Reimer  207).  Oliphant’s  characterization  of  writing  characterizes  it  as  an 

involuntary action, and nevertheless one that is enjoyable, and she is not the 

only one who enjoys life writing. As Margaret Cavendish writes in  The True 

Relation of My Birth and Breeding, “however little wit I have, it delights me to 

scribble it out, and disperse it about” (qtd. in Reimer 206).

Spreading wit like Cavendish can also establish ingenuity to the private 

individual. Bloom and Holder write that Anais Nin’s autobiographical writing 

was her way of “affirming her own creativity despite decades of neglect by 

and hostility from the outside world” (220). Women find a pride in being able 

to write a memoir. Not only are their lives confirmed as interesting, but they 

also have achieved a grand, physical accomplishment that can be displayed to 

others. 

The “neglect” and “hostility” that Bloom and Holder refer to most likely 

refer to silence expected of women and the rejection of those who try to have 

a voice anyway. Although this expectation is thankfully no longer as prevalent 

as  it  once  was,  it  allowed  for  writing  to  become  the  other  path  to 

communication  for  women.  The  desire  for  freedom of  opinion  and  choice 

drives one to seek other ways to openly give opinions. According to Myers, 

writing “help[s] the powerless ‘who dared not speak’ free themselves from 

the oppressions of a patriarchal society through understanding the forces that 

19 In the banner at http://cjanerun.blogspot.com.
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acted upon them and gaining control over their own lives” (67). In general, 

the life writing of women allows them to interpret what has happened to them 

in a patriarchal society. Autobiographical writing gives women the freedoms 

withheld them and opens the way for women to be responsible for their lives.

Thus, autobiographical writing is also used as an outlet. For example, 

at We’ve Been Married How Long?!?!, the author, known only as Tracy, writes, 

“I've  always  loved  to  write.  For  me,  it's  a  kind  of  self  help.”20 When life 

becomes stressful, writing provides a therapeutic ear. Miriam Fuchs, in her 

studies  of  narratives  of  catastrophe,  has  theorized  that  for  women,  the 

uncertainty of now remains a constant theme even while writing about the 

clearly  storied  past.  One  example  she  gives  is  that  of  Allende,  who 

“confront[s]  the  ordeal  of  the  medical  tragedy”  of  her  daughter,  Paula. 

Through writing about her stress and grief, she is able to come to terms with 

the loss of her daughter. 

Another reason that women write is to find an identity for themselves. 

In their article “Lillian Hellman and the Strategy of the ‘Other,’” Marcus K. 

Billson and Sidonie A. Smith argue that any kind of autobiographical writing, 

despite  content  differences,  reflects  the  self.  In  their  words,  “the 

autobiography narrates the story of a person’s unfolding sense of identity, the 

tale of becoming in the world” (163). This sense of identity is to be expected 

in life writing. Autobiographical writing is not only a reflection of an individual; 

it is a mental and physical extension of the self—a self that will most likely 

outlive the author. 

As Winston points out in Mary Austin’s autobiography,  Earth Horizon, 

during the five books, Austin’s identity becomes more individual and certain 

as time passes. In the first few books, for example, she refers to herself in 

third person and the first person. Every use of the first person represents the 

later Mary Austin, the writer. By the last book of her autobiography, Austin 

turns to the consistent use of “I” as she becomes used to and comfortable 

with her identity as a writer. 

Another  reason  has  to  do  with  the  value  given  by  women  to 

relationships, namely, that the voice of the community and the voice of the 

20 In a private email to the author on 21 November 2008.
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women  are  one.  As  Carol  Edkins  describes  it  in  her  article  “Quest  for 

Community,” “[i]n its broadest outlines, it is not the individual’s voice that we 

hear but rather that of the community manifested through the peculiar stamp 

of  the  individual  woman”  (52).  Not  only  does  women’s  autobiographical 

writing reflect  the community,  Myers writes that their  writing is  “progress 

away from isolated I-ness, a pilgrimage . . . connect[ing to] a larger whole” 

(69). 

With  so  many  reasons  to  write,  women  (stay-at-home  mothers 

included) have ignored the fact that autobiographical writing is a male genre 

and have forged their own paths. The summarizing can be left to NieNie, who 

writes, 

Why blog? I blog because I love my life. Because I love my 

children. Because I love that Mr. Nielson of mine. I blog because 

right now gigs in the sink taking a tub and it is sooooo cute and I 

love to share that type of information with you. 

And because yesterday in a brief moment of intense sugar 

thoughts, I made cookies and now my children have had them for 

dinner AND breakfast. I like you to know of that. I blog because I 

can make a few bucks. I blog because I can publicly share my love 

for my Savior Jesus Christ and because I can invite peeps to 

church. Want to come?

I blog because I can take really awesome pictures of myself. 

That's why.21 

Nielson’s  writing reflects  her passion for the stay-at-home foci  in her life: 

family, religion, the everyday. And because she enjoys her life, she wants to 

share it. 

Conclusion

Although some may argue that women’s autobiographical  writing is not so 

21 http://nieniedialogues.blogspot.com/2008/04/feeling-self-centered-and-blogging-q-
as.html, accessed 12 August 2009.
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different from men’s, scholars have repeatedly found the outlined differences. 

The  uniqueness  of  women’s  life  writing  is  essentially  female.  As  Mary  G. 

Mason writes, 

Four different women have told four different stories in four 

different ways and yet have told this essential story—essential to 

each of them as an individual, essential to women in general, and 

essential to the history of autobiography—so that we recognize 

them, each and all, as distinctively, radically the story of a woman. 

(44)

In summary, though men started the genre of autobiographical writing 

and instituted specific patterns for the genre, women have found their own 

justifications  for  conducting  autobiographical  writing.  These  women  have 

made their  own patterns that clearly distinguish their  writing from men’s, 

both  in  their  reasons  for  writing  and  in  the  writing  itself.  Although  the 

patterns within women’s life writing—the importance of relationships, spiritual 

journeys, fragmentary plotlines, etc.—clash with the patterns of proud, public 

adventures of male autobiography, women continue enjoying their writing and 

individuality. 
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4 
The Mommy Blog: 
Genre Misfits No More

Like literature scholar Shoshana Felman, who wrote “None of us, as women, 

has as yet, precisely, an autobiography,” (14) and as outlined in the previous 

chapter,  most  scholars  of  women’s  autobiography  feel  that  women 

autobiographers have rejected structures created in a genre that originated 

with men (with exceptions in scholars like Liz Stanley). Of course, women 

have  written  books  that  have  been  labeled  as  autobiographies,  but  what 

Felman points out is that since the genre of autobiography was initiated by 

men, trying to truly fit a woman’s life into a man’s genre is not possible. 

Gail  Twersky  Reimer  has  written  that  the  role  of  mother  further 

complicates the lack of a genre for women autobiographers. She writes: 

Mothers can, of course, write; [they] can, that is, record [their] 

struggles as a writer. But they cannot write as mothers. While the 

culture tolerated and . . . even admired writers who were also 

mothers, it denied these women the possibility of recording their 

struggles as mothers. (208) 

In  short,  women  who  are  mothers  were  even  less  likely  to  be  accepted 

culturally to participate in life writing in the role of mother. That part of their 

life could not be reflected in the autobiographical genre. Criticism of women’s 

autobiographies throughout the 1980s reflects similar ideas. 

However, nearly thirty years later,  personal writing has expanded in 

such a way that it can be easily published and available through the internet. 

In  the  section  outlining  the  history  of  autobiographical  writing  as  a  male 

genre, it was said that “literate women had made life writing their genre of 

choice”  within  the  private  sphere.  Today,  the  development  of  the  online 

journal,  generally described as the “blog,” has made publication of American 

women’s lives easier than ever before. And interestingly, a woman played a 

big part in the development of the  blog. Meg Hourihan at a company called 

Pyra  Labs  co-created  Blogger,  one  of  the  biggest  providers  of  free  blogs 
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(bought by Google in 2003).22 Although some might consider blogs to be a 

simple  continuation  of  autobiographical  writing,  Swedish  scholar  Lena 

Karlsson writes that:  

we need to view the diary weblog as a genre; at present stabilized 

enough for communities of readers to have a sense of their position 

in the text, to the author, the text’s relationship to the “real,” and 

its use value. I thus call for a greater specificity when dealing with 

the weblog, or rather, various genres of weblogs, than has been 

generally proposed. (3-4)

The significance of Karlsson’s words within life writing relates to her view of 

blogs as a “hybrid genre” that “draw[s] on an amalgam of online and offline 

genres” (Karlsson 7). By “online and offline genres,” she refers to traditional 

paper-based autobiographical writing and website creation. Similarly, Herring 

notes  that  because  blogs  are  updated  constantly  and  have  asymmetrical 

exchange and limited multimedia, they are neither normal websites nor what 

they call “asynchronous CMC [computer-mediated communication]” (10). In 

short, blogs act as the happy medium between the two genres; they are their 

own genre. However, this genre can be split into several subgenres. Karlsson 

notes, “Speaking of blogs in an undifferentiated manner – as one genre – is 

misleading, as blogs span a wide spectrum of uses (for both producers and 

consumers)” (49).

If blogs should be viewed as their own genre (as Karlsson argues) and 

there are various subgenres of weblogs, why not a genre specifically fitted to 

the needs of women’s autobiographical writing? After all, Karlsson also writes, 

“Communities of practice and local understandings of genre emerge around 

specific  weblog  clusters.”  Of  course,  women  may  form  many  different 

communities,  but  one specific  group  has  especially  made a  splash  in  the 

Blogosphere. This specific group of women has carved out their  own niche 

within blogging by writing what are called mommy blogs. 

Wikipedia  redirects  the  entry  “mommy  blog”  to  “family  and 

homemaking  blogs,” where  they  are  defined  as  blogs  “which  feature 

commentary and discussions especially about home, family, and parenting.” 

22 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyra_Labs, accessed 12 August 2009.
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Of course, by describing mommy bogs as  “family and homemaking blogs,” 

parenting blogs written by men are included into the group. However, this 

thesis will stay focused on blogs written by mothers, or mommy blogs. Just 

the name given to this corner of the blogosphere gives an idea of who is 

writing these blogs—mothers. 

The  majority  of  mommy 

bloggers seem to be under forty, 

reflecting  growing  up  in  a  time 

when computers  were  already  a 

daily part  of life.  These younger 

women do not  just  simply write 

blogs; the subject of their  blogs 

often  turns  to  motherhood, 

whether it be about their children 

specifically,  their  feelings  about 

being a mother, or activities they 

have  done  in  their  roles  as 

mothers. Not all mommy bloggers 

are stay-at-home moms, but the 

genre is particularly practical for those who are, as they can stay close to 

their children while taking the time to write blog entries. One blogger writes, 

“I think blogging is a natural platform for me, and a fairly low stakes way to 

put myself and my ideas out there into the world.”23

Unsurprisingly,  autobiographical  writing  that  occurs  within  mommy 

blogs  reflects  the  same  characteristics  that  appeared  within  women's 

autobiographical writing. But what is really fascinating is the way that the 

new  medium  fits  those  characteristics.  As  we  have  seen,  women’s 

autobiographical writing did not fit the patterns developed within the male-

dominated genre. But with mommy blogging, women who are stay-at-home 

moms can write the way they always have but no longer suffer the feeling of 

having tried to fit into a genre and failed. 

23 Comment by Sarah at http://theblogfrog.com/psearch/ViewThread.aspx?
threadID=61&blogID=1568, accessed 29 June 2009.
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Seagull  Fountain has compared blogging to motherhood, saying that 

both  have  no  paycheck,  are  never  finished,  have  no  promotion,  can  be 

serious or casual, can be done in a purposeful or slacker mood, and can have 

a  relatively  small  influence.24 In  mommy blogging,  mothers  have found  a 

niche for themselves in the world of autobiographical  writing.  The mommy 

blog offers a form of American women’s autobiography that Felman sought 

and Reimer feared was denied mothers. In other words, mommy blogs are 

the genre of women’s autobiographies. 

There are many reasons that women, and mothers specifically, write 

blogs.  Most  of  the  reasons  match  the  reasons  women  gave  for  writing 

autobiographically before the blog existed, such as for the purpose of having 

an outlet. Blog writer Sarah Flake, claims that she “love[s] writing more than 

anything so it's a wonderful way for [her] to spend an evening or enjoy [her] 

children's  naptime.”25 Whether  due  to a  love  of  writing  or  for  therapeutic 

reasons, it seems like many mothers who write are naturally scribblers. And 

being mothers gives these women a lot of material to write about. Their days 

are full of experiences that are amusing or heart-wrenching. As quoted in the 

introduction, the very popular Michelle Mitchell from Scribbit writes that mom 

blogs are the blogs to watch because 

They’re usually written with an emotion and personality which 

connects with readers in ways that other niches often can’t and 

they speak about subjects that naturally carry strong emotions: 

home, family, marriage, children, the environment–all of which 

encourage dedicated readers.26

To some, this conservative lifestyle being combined with the use of modern 

technology  may  seem  paradoxical.  However,  mothers  see  blogging  in  a 

different light. To them, identifying themselves as bloggers is a way to stay 

modern and connected from within the home. 

24 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/01/29/why-comments-matter/, accessed 12 
August 2009.
25 http://hollywoodflakes.blogspot.com/2007/11/hollywood-flakes-interview.html, 
accessed 27 June 2009.
26 http://www.problogger.net/archives/2008/04/30/five-reasons-why-mom-blogs-are-the-
blogs-to-watch/ accessed 12 August 2009.
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Mommy bloggers feel that blogging is a way to stay up-to-date—with 

technology, with styles, with the general goings-on in the world. One mommy 

blogger writes: 

Technically speaking, I’ve learned an enormous amount of 

knowledge about all this pesky computer stuff that has popped up 

right out of the blue. I have learned how to take pictures. And 

pretty good pictures at that.27

A popular view of the decision to stay at home with children is that because it 

is  old-fashioned,  the  mothers  themselves  are  also  behind  the  times.  And 

indeed, this view may cause some mothers to hesitate staying home with 

their  children.  However,  by  learning  to  be  internet  savvy,  stay-at-home 

mothers can enjoy today’s popular fashions, economy, and networks. 

At Technorati’s (an online status keeper’s) “State of the Blogosphere 

2008,” it is estimated that the average blogger “uses five different techniques 

to drive traffic to their blog.  They’re using an average of seven publishing 

tools on their blog and four distinct metrics for measuring success.”28 The use 

of  so  many  tools  is  not  uncomplicated.  And  although  an  average  could 

indicate  that  mommy  bloggers  bring  the  numbers  down,  one  who  is 

uninformed  in  modern  technologies  could  not  accomplish  such  a  task  as 

keeping a blog—especially one with a high number of readers. These mommy 

bloggers are informed in modern technology despite the occasional attitude of 

their lifestyle being old-fashioned.

The unnamed problem described by Betty Friedan does not appear in 

these mommy blogs. Instead, when mommy bloggers write about their roles 

as mothers, they confess their admiration for the role. This does not mean, 

however, that Friedan was completely wrong. She felt that mothers needed to 

have involvement outside of the home and the social freedom to do so. Blogs 

provide a link to the world from within the home, allowing mothers to be 

stay-at-home  moms  and  still  find  individual  satisfaction.  As  Herring  et  al 

write,  namely  that  “private  individuals  create  blogs  as  a  vehicle  for  self-

27 http://segullah.org/small-epiphanies/so-much-cooler-online/, accessed 19 August 2009.
28 http://www.technorati.com/blogging/state-of-the-blogosphere/, accessed 19 August 
2009.
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expression  and  self-empowerment” (1),  blogs  empowers  stay-at-home 

mothers by giving them a place to express themselves.  

Mommy bloggers finally having an autobiographical genre of their own 

solves the unnamed problem of the feminine mystique. They have a niche, an 

outlet, a voice, and as a result, they are more able to enjoy being stay-at-

home mothers, and this enjoyment can be found in their writing.

Mommy Blogs: A Niche of One’s Own

Possibly the most obvious characteristic of women's writing that matches the 

medium of blogging is the fragmentary style of writing. To take a case in 

point,  a  July  16,  2007  post  is  entitled,  “Random  Ramblings,”29 wherein 

blogger Amy Lawson writes about several topics and then mentions that she 

is going to write about her college roommate days, though chronologically 

and topically, they do not follow. Karlsson would not be surprised by Lawson’s 

words. In her article “Acts of Reading Diary Weblogs,” she writes, 

The serial, fragmentary and cumulative production process of the 

paper diary is a part of its definition. With the diary weblog the act 

of reading the diary is also serial, fragmentary and cumulative 

altering the scene of its consumption. Readers are not given a 

finished product to read. (8) 

This fragmentary feature is not just a result of women’s writing, like it was 

with paper-based autobiographical writing; rather, it has a lot to do with the 

technical  aspect of the blog. The mommy blog would have been fragmented 

even without the fragmented nature of women's autobiographical writing, and 

vice  versa.  Blogs  are  published  in  posts,  a  very  versatile  form  open  to 

women's fragmented autobiographical writing. Although this fragmented style 

has appeared throughout the history of autobiographical writing when coming 

from the hands of women, it has not matched the book form of writing and 

29 Written by Amy Lawson at http://granolasdodallas.blogspot.com/2007_07 
_01_archive.html, accessed 20 August 2009.
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publishing, which encouraged a continuous, page-turning style. As Sorapure 

puts it, 

Although a print diary is also structured like a database of entries, 

the self-representation it contains appears to be more continuous 

and unified by virtue of its being chronologically continuous, bound 

together in a book or notebook, and read linearly. (8) 

She continues by writing, “For online diarists, writing on the computer and 

publishing on the network, the database form more thoroughly infuses self-

representation” (8).  For Sorapure, this fragmented style represents a truer 

self than that represented pre-blog. 

When recording  online,  bloggers  do not  write  phrases  like,  “This  is 

random because that’s the way this genre is.” Rather, the blame is laid on the 

fact that the sites belong to the bloggers who can do what they want with 

them. The written self is truer because it can be reported in a form similar to 

itself—fragmented.  Like  the  unstable  journey  reflected  in  women’s 

autobiographical writing, the writing and its form are unsure. With blogs, it is 

not even sure that an entry we read today may be there tomorrow. Even 

complete  blogs  exist  uncertainly:  “Online  diaries  are  inherently  unstable 

objects—constantly changing, sometimes disappearing altogether” (Sorapure 

19).

The  fragmented  variety  of  topics  flung  together  by  women in  their 

autobiographical writing find a comfortable home within the medium of the 

blog because mommy bloggers can post about seemingly random topics and 

yet still have them organized logically, making their writings more available 

for both the writer and the reader. This organization comes as a result  of 

three tools or features of blogs, some always present, and some optional. 

The first tool is the search box, which allows users to find subjects no 

matter when they were published. The second tool is labels that group posts 

so that clicking on the linked label in the sidebar will bring up every post that 

has ever received a similar label. For example, if one writes about gardening 

and labels each applicable post with the word “gardening,” just clicking on 

that label will sort and display any post that has the same subject. Lastly, 

posts  are organized so that the most recent post is at the top of the page, 
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putting the blogs in reverse-chronological order. Thus, readers can see the 

most recent post at the top, making for easy viewing.  Karlsson writes that 

this  reverse-chronological  order  seems to  be  the  trait  of  blogs  that  most 

would agree set them apart from similar genres (5). 

More about the organization of blogs is recorded by Sorapure in the 

following excerpt:

[T]he navigation of a Web site is not as intuitive as the navigation 

of a book, decisions about how to read an online diary differ from 

those made in the case of print diaries. Though other methods of 

reading print diaries are possible, when published, they are 

intended to be read in a linear manner, from the first page to the 

last, a strategy reinforced by the chronological organization of the 

diary and by the physical format of the book. With online diaries, 

the preferred way of beginning is at the most recent entry, which is 

usually featured on the home page of the site. Rather than serving 

as the starting point, as they do in print diaries, past entries are 

relegated to the archives. After this, there are distinctly different 

paths to follow online. One can move forward chronologically 

through diary entries by going to the archives page and starting 

with the earliest entry, using the “next” or “forward” link to move 

through the diary. Or one could start at the most recent entry, and 

read in a chronologically reverse order by using the “previous” or 

“back” links. One could also read randomly by going to the archives 

page and clicking on links for different dates. Some diarists give 

each entry a title, allowing the reader simply to go to the archives 

and choose entries with titles that look interesting. (14)

One can see that the use of the blogging medium is more complicated than 

printed  formats.  However,  if  one  knows  how  to  use  the  technology,  this 

relatively  new  medium  proves  to  be  helpful.  Instead  of  expecting  the 

organization  customary  for  men’s  autobiographical  writing,  the  lack  of 

organization in women’s writing can retain its characteristics with medium-

induced arrangement. The replacement for flipping between book and index 

or simply between chapters when seeking a piece of text is typing a word and 
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pressing  enter  or  making  a  click  or  two.  While  not  possible  before,  the 

technology  of  blogs  allows  more  accessibility  to  women’s  autobiographical 

writing despite its customary fragmented style.

In McNeill’s “Diary on the Internet,” when she writes about fragmented 

memoirs, she calls blogs “almost absurd parodies of the stereotypical diary,” 

since  “many  online  diaries  are  fragmented  narratives  that  jump 

disconnectedly from topic to topic, recording in mundane detail the diarist’s 

daily life” (30). McNeill hits the nail on the head when she alludes to mundane 

details, for they are another characteristic of women’s life writing that blogs 

have made acceptable. Karlsson writes that the “predominant topic on the 

sites is the author’s musings on daily life. Yet, the tone, the type of everyday 

events reported, and the kind of self-disclosure differ considerably between 

the sites” (24). In effect, the mundane is not mundane. Considerations about 

daily life have been “the predominant topic,” and yet they vary between sites, 

making them interesting.  

Women’s diary-like recording of everyday events works very well for 

mommy blogs because the daily is what has come to be expected from this 

genre  even  from  its  beginning,  unlike  with  the  start  of  autobiographical 

writing. In McNeill’s words: 

Since the diary genre, whether in its avatars as an online journal or 

as a Weblog, showcases the daily and the (seemingly) trivial, and 

seems to require no particular literary skill to create, its online 

writers have generic permission, so to speak, to produce texts that 

meet these standards. (29)

Mothers can continue their custom of writing as often or seldom as they wish 

about the simple things as opposed to the tradition of focusing on the grand 

life accomplishments that Augustine started. Because stay-at-home mothers 

are  involved in  the  mundane such as  the  cleaning  of  the  house and the 

making of meals, their subjects remain true to this simplicity of subject that 

appears in earlier forms of autobiographical writing. 

On June 17th, 2008, Mommy blogger Tracy at Dandelion Mama wrote:

So much of motherhood is an exercise in monotony. Rise each day, 

fix meals, wipe behinds, change diapers, do laundry, do dishes, fix 
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more meals, drive somewhere, deal with a tantrum, do more 

laundry, do more dishes, bath [sic] dirty babies, lather, rinse, 

repeat again tomorrow. And again. And the next day, and the next 

and the next . . .30

She followed up by writing, “But I don’t think many mamas would argue there 

is a lot of boring repetition in motherhood” and relayed a story of her freshly-

bathed, new-pajama-wearing daughter going outside to play in the dirt. She 

showed an ability to enjoy an experience that could have made her spiteful of 

being a mother, but she wrote humorously and even posted pictures of her 

daughter.  Her post,  though simple,  received 17 comments,  wherein fellow 

mommy bloggers and others commended her for laughing about the situation 

and related their own humorous stories. 

Another of the posts at Dandelion Mama is a list of phrases describing 

her life that complete the sentence “Happiness is .  .  .” One might expect 

profound subjects disconnected from the housewife role that Friedan viewed 

as limiting.  However,  she describes her  housework,  her  children’s  actions, 

food, phone calls, and the weather.31 By naming such simplicity “happiness,” it 

is clear that Tracy is satisfied in her role as a mother. Similarly, at TK Dudley 

Days, blogger Kate D. outlines her day with her two boys, which included 

building a fort in the living room and banging on pots as if they were drums. 

Instead of calling the fort a mess or the pot-banging annoying, she writes, 

“[The  fort]  was  wicked  awesome!”  and  the  pot  banging  was  a  “beautiful 

sound.” She even talks about forgetting dishes, laundry, and other household 

duties  in  order  to  “just  enjoy  life,” 32 showing  her  enjoyment  of  small, 

everyday happenings.

Blogger Emily Anne consistently and sentimentally writes about simple 

scenes in her day with her children, whether it be bathing, eating, playing, or 

napping. At the end of one of these posts, she says, “. . . I get into bed, tired 

and staisfied [sic].  I think about how tomorrow will begin . . . I smile inside, 

30 http://dandelionmama.wordpress.com/2008/06/17/the-dirt-monster-or-how-i-love-
doing-everything-twice/, accessed 26 June 2009.
31 http://www.feministmormonhousewives.org/?p=206, accessed 18 August 2009.
32 http://tkdudleydays.blogspot.com/2009/01/hanging-out-with-my-boys.html, accessed 
27 June 2009.
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and hope it happens after 7 am.”33 She does not allow the reader to finish his 

or her view of her with the word “tired,” but ensures it is known that she is 

“satisfied.” Instead of groaning about a similar day ahead of her, she “smile[s] 

inside,” but readily admits that she “hope[s] it happens after 7 am.” The fact 

that  she uses  her  blog to  publicly  show her  continued desire  for  another 

seemingly-tedious day shows her fulfillment in and dedication to motherhood. 

Consider  also,  Dawn  Meehan,  a  mommy blogger  whose  readership 

exceeds 30,000 per day (Daday). Her fame started with her auctioning off a 

pack of Pokemon cards one of the six Meehan children had put in the cart at 

the  grocery  store  when  she  was  not  looking  (Benham).  Despite  the 

inconvenience of her children’s action, Meehan writes regularly of her love of 

being able to stay home with her children. Her blog has connections to the 

biggest mommy blogs as well as to companies that mothers are interested in 

because of their useful products for mothers and children. 

Although Andrew Sullivan writes that “blogging rewards  brevity and 

immediacy. No one wants to read a 9,000-word treatise online,”34 his words 

seem  to  apply  mainly  to  non-mommy  blogs.  A  feature  of  women’s 

autobiographical  writing that works well with the medium of blogging is the 

extensive  length.  This  infamous  feature  has  resulted  in  women’s 

autobiographical writing being bashed for its seeming endlessness. 

The  details  that  women  have  always  wanted  to  include  in  their 

autobiographical  writing did not work in a book form—even when multiple 

books were filled, publishers limited publication of such writing for readability 

and  monetary  reasons.  As McNeill  remarks,  “Web diarists  do  not  need to 

prove the marketability of their lives and stories in order to be ‘published,’ 

and Web diaries,  though the contemporary equivalent of the vanity press, 

nevertheless have a potential readership of millions” (25). The blog medium, 

however,  provides  an  unlimited  amount  of  space  for  mommy  bloggers, 

meaning the length and number of their posts vary depending upon available 

time while caring for their families, as well as on their desire or need to write. 

33 http://somethingsgotogether.blogspot.com/2009/01/scenes-from-day.html, accessed 18 
August 2009.
34 http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/200811/andrew-sullivan-why-i-blog, accessed 24 June 
2008.
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Whereas  lengthiness  in  books  caused  rejection  of  the  writing  by 

readers, even the most popular of mommy bloggers have long posts. Lengthy 

entries, for example, have not stopped Dawn Meehan’s blog from becoming 

famous. It is not uncommon for bloggers to apologize to their audiences for 

long  posts  and  yet  to  continue  writing  lengthy  entries  anyway.  What’s 

important for them is the easy option to write; they can write to their heart’s 

content  and more.  However,  no individuality  disappears as a result  of  the 

typical everyday subjects or the lengths of mommy blogs. 

Whether writing short or long blog posts, the women behind mommy 

blogs  use  their  creativity.  They play with a  wide  assortment  of  variables. 

Stephanie Nielson and her sister, for example, are well-known for their habit 

of changing size and color of selected words within body text. (See figure 2.) 

Among sizes and colors of fonts, types of fonts, backgrounds, and layout can 

also  be  changed.  Mommy  blogs,  like  women’s  diaries  of  the  past,  hold 
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Figure 2. Mommy bloggers often use their blogs as creative outlets—not 
just in their writing, but by playing with settings of pictures, borders, 
backgrounds,  colors,  fonts,  text  sizes,  etc. 
(http://nieniedialogues.blogspot.com/2007/06/father-week-day-
two.html, accessed 24 June 2009.)
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pictures,  receipts,  tickets,  and  the  like  among  their  pages.  One  mommy 

blogger even named her blog “Mom’s Scrapbook Pages.”35 

Many blogs, in reflecting on the past, publish scanned pictures taken 

before digital  cameras.  But  blogs  allow for  even more possibilities,  or,  as 

Sorapure writes, blogging, as a computer-based medium, “provides a more 

diverse set of media and more interactive opportunities with which writers 

can work” (4). Similarly,  “Diarists,” writes McNeill, “now add audio or video 

files to their texts alongside still photographs, building on the diary-as-scrap-

book tradition” (30). The multimedia that can be used within blogs allow for 

an  expanded,  scrapbook-like  record.  Jane  at  Seagull  Fountain sometimes 

posts videos of her children or house, for example. Some videos are planned 

and edited,  while  others  are  spontaneous simply  to show the status quo. 

Whereas men and women in careers use their creativity separate from the 

family  at  their  jobs,  stay-at-home moms have  an  outside  outlet  for  their 

creativity in their blogs.

Just like the women who conducted autobiographical writing for future 

readers, mommy bloggers claim the same purpose, which is reflected in their 

writing.  Some write  by  specifically  addressing  their  children,  while  others 

record events in order to keep records that anyone can read in the future, 

including  themselves.  One woman points  to  her  “teenage son reading old 

posts and laughing out loud” as her motivation for continuing to write.36

Many  mommy  blogs  have  also  claimed  the  job  of  providing  the 

personal religious experience within the blogosphere.37 From the outline of 

patterns of women's autobiographical writing given in chapter two, we know 

that this subject was common for women. Its continued existence within the 

new medium of  blogs  has,  as  for  the  other  features,  given it  a  place  of 

acceptance.  For  instance,  one Mormon mommy blogger has a label  called 

“Why Yes I Am Mormon” for archiving the posts wherein she discusses her 

religious beliefs.38

35 http://momsscrapbookpages.blogspot.com/, accessed 24 June 2009.
36 http://segullah.org/small-epiphanies/so-much-cooler-online/, accessed 18 August 2009.
37 I write “personal” here because blogs that deal with theological philosophies and 
doctrines seem to be mostly authored by men, with women occasionally commenting.
38 http://blog.cjanerun.com/. Many of the mommy bloggers examined in this thesis are 
Mormon or members of other religions, which may influence their decision to be stay-at-
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Similarly, the inner thoughts of women’s autobiographical writing take 

their place in blogging, making mommy blogs very personal. This personal 

style of mommy blogs makes it  easy for mommy bloggers to create close 

relationships among each other. And as reflected in the fact that women’s life 

writing  has  a  larger  quantity  of  mentions  and  discussions  of  personal 

relationships than men’s, personal relationships are very important to women. 

Writers feel close to their readers as they open up about their personal lives, 

and  readers  feel  close  as  they  are  opened  up  to.  The  mommy blogging 

community  is  close-knit  despite  the  geographical  distance that  is  possible 

between friends in the Blogosphere. Blogs allow for almost live comments and 

discussion,  forming  a  community  of  sorts.  Community  plays  a  large  and 

important role in the satisfaction stay-at-home moms find in blogs, their new 

autobiographical writing niche. Thus, the next chapter will go more in depth 

with the subject.

What are the implications of women’s typical autobiographical writing 

finally having a niche? One might suggest that women’s life writing patterns 

might  change  if  women  no  longer  have  to  fight  against  the  patterns 

established by a male genre. However, the existence of mommy blogs simply 

provides  a  space  to  continue  writing  the  way  women  have  been  doing 

anyway. Indeed, as previously discussed, the medium even encourages those 

patterns. 

Mommy  bloggers  will  continue  the  tradition  of  women  conducting 

autobiographical writing in their own way. One cannot deny that finally fitting 

in  somewhere  and  being  able  to  call  it  your  own  provides  a  feeling  of 

satisfaction.  Jane at  Seagull  Fountain writes:  “Blogging is  the  easiest  and 

most easily rewarding way to write that I know of.”39

Additionally,  as  Herring  wrote,  blogs  empower  the  individual.  Even 

those mommy bloggers who do have a small reader base are empowered 

because of the potential number of readers. They have an outlet and a voice 

that has the ability to spread wider than was ever possible for women. “I 

know of  no  other  outlet  where  your  voice  can combine  with  voices  from 

home mothers and their appreciation thereof. However, that is a subject for another time. 
39 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2008/11/05/my-better-paid-half/, accessed 18 August 
2009.
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around  the  world  in  dynamic  dialogue,”  writes  Emily  Jensen  in  an  online 

newspaper article about blogging.40 So while  being  stay-at-home mothers, 

mommy  bloggers  can  find  individual  satisfaction  without  having  to  work 

outside  the  home,  as  Friedan  suggested.  However,  Friedan  was  not 

completely  wrong.  Although stay-at-home mothers do just  what  their  title 

says,  the  internet  has  caused  private  to  become  public.  In  other  words, 

women who find satisfaction through mommy blogging  are involved outside 

the home. It’s just a solution Friedan did not foresee in her time. As noted in 

the comments on one blog, 

My family and responsibilities as a mother come first, but 

blogging has become my way to rejuvenate. Between the creating 

of posts and the strengthening of friendships, I often come away 

from blogging replenished, ready to be a better mother and wife.41 

For  this  commentator,  blogging  connects  her  to  the  outside  world.  She 

attributes her desire and readiness to be a better mother and wife to the 

associations she has through her blog.  

Conclusion

Although  the  autobiographical  genre  was  established  by  men  with  firm 

patterns,  women  have  conducted  their  own  life  writing  and  rejected  the 

established patterns. The features of women's life  writing have kept them 

from fitting completely into the genre. The development of the online journal, 

the blog, has provided that niche for mothers because of the way it fits the 

features  in  their  writing.  Posts  and  search  tools  allow  fragmented,  non-

chronological writing, creative outlets with publishing tools, unlimited length, 

etc. 

40 In the blogging section of the Deseret News newspaper. http://deseretnews.com/article/
1,5143,695253452,00.html, accessed 19 August 2009.
41 The comment was left by a commentator who called herself “wonder woman” on the 
post “The Art of Blogging” from http://segullah.org/guest-post/the-art-of-blogging/.
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Mommy blogging, in short, provides stay-at-home mothers with a place to 

write  the way they  always have, but this  time with  added benefits  to  be 

discussed in following chapters. 
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5

Mommy Blogs and Identity 
As outlined in the preceding chapter, mommy blogs have provided a good 

niche for stay-at-home mothers to house their autobiographical writing, which 

was  previously  rejected  by  the  originally-male  genre.  Mommy  blogs  also 

provide mothers with a place to formulate identity in order to avoid the lost 

feeling  Friedan described in  her  research.  In  this  chapter,  some basics  of 

narrative theory will be given and then applied to blogs. In order to continue, 

it should be noted that “identity” will  be defined here as the multi-faceted 

sense of self needed to function well and to distinguish one’s self from others. 

Within the realm of stay-at-home mothers, “identity” refers to the personal 

and  public  comfort  and  confidence  one  finds  in  the  role  of  stay-at-home 

mother.

Similar to sociologist Catherine Riessman, who writes that “the study 

of narrative does not fit neatly within the boundaries of any single scholarly 

field” (qtd. in Orbuch 466), sociologist William Sewell claims that “[t]he use of 

narratives marks a global change in the relationship of the social sciences to 

the  humanities”  (qtd.  in  Orbuch  466).  This  interdisciplinarity  of  narrative 

theory  allows  for  a  broader  understanding  of  why  narratives,  and  here, 

autobiographical writings, are written and what they mean for the individuals 

writing or telling them as well as for the individuals reading or hearing them. 

However, a problem that accompanies narrative theory is disagreement 

on  definitions  of  terms.  Some  would  define  “accounts”  and  “narratives” 

interchangeably,  whereas  others  would  say  that  “accounts”  are  narratives 

used to justify or excuse any type of behavior. For the purposes of this thesis, 

“narratives”  and  “accounts”  will  be  defined  the  same  as  written  by  Terri 

Orbuch, as “story-like constructions that contain individuals’ recollections of 

events, including plot, story line, affect, and attributions” (459). According to 

Orbuch’s  definition,  autobiographical  writing  in  general  would  be  narrative 

writing.  Even  the  smallest  parts  of  this  writing,  such  as  a  blog  post,  a 

paragraph, or even a sentence could be an account or narrative. 

Within  the  realms  of  blogs  and  according  to  narrative  theory,  the 
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accounts  and  narratives  of  blogs  are  tools  in  recording  and  developing 

identity. What does this mean for mommy blogs? Because of the link between 

blogs  and  identity,  Sorapure  justifies  the  study  of  blogs:  “Indeed,  online 

diaries should interest scholars because they render so visible the ways that 

technologies  of  writing  and  publishing  influence  the  construction  and 

representation of the autobiographical self” (Sorapure 3). Thus, a study of 

mommy blogs will reveal the same, that mommy blogs and facets of mommy 

bloggers’ identities are equivalent. 

Blogs and Identity

Recent  narrative  theory  focuses  not  just  on  writing  the  way  humanities 

scholars have by studying novels and the like. Rather, it claims that life exists 

within and as a result of narratives; that individuals are not separate from 

their experiences and that the stories they tell about their experiences change 

them. Ricoeur formulated this idea by saying, “characters, we will say, are 

themselves  plots”  (“Sixth  Study”  143).  Just  as  narratives  have  plots, 

adversity,  and  resolutions,  so  do  characters—they  are  not  uncomplicated 

beings  simply  present  for  the  purpose of  a  story.  Rather,  narratives  have 

many facets and affect stories just as much as they are affected by stories. 

Stories are, in themselves, narratives, which can vary from lengthy epics to 

the tiniest parts of stories.

With Ricoeur’s idea that characters are equal to plots (“Sixth Study” 

143), individuals cannot be separated from their experiences and they are 

constantly reconstructing their identities through the stories they tell (147). 

In short, narrative is identity and identity is narrative. Therefore, as Somers 

writes, “Struggles over narrations are thus struggles over identity” (631). As 

a result of this reasoning, the verbal stories we tell others, the thoughts we 

have  about  ourselves,  and  the  self-documentation  we  compose  present 

pictures of our identities. 

Numerous  scholars  have  written  on  the  same  subject.  In  “That 

Different  Place:  Documenting  the  Self  Within  Online  Environments”  for 
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example, Kitzmann writes: “The written diary thus functions as a memorial, 

an avatar one could say, that literally stands in place of the individual who 

wrote it” (2003, 54). By using the word “avatar,” Kitzmann shows his belief 

that autobiographical acts embody the self. Further, online autobiographical 

acts are described by Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson in  Getting a Life, as 

“examples  of  the  ‘announcing,  performing,  composing  of  identity’”  (7). 

Therefore,  these  autobiographical  acts  and  individual  identity  have  a 

connection that some might even define as being so tightly bound that they 

are  one  and  the  same.  Essentially,  autobiographical  acts  and  individual 

identity compose each other. 

According to sociologists who have gotten involved in narrative theory, 

“narration or account-making is at the heart of all social behavior” (Bruner 

1990; Coles 1989; Polkinghoren 1988 in Orbuch 474). These narratives or 

stories about life experiences are where identity is found and made, and they 

do not just occur sporadically when someone thinks about, writes about, or 

speaks about life. They are central to all social acts. 

Account-making is our way of coping with and reflecting life, and it 

occurs nonstop, meaning people are used to “transform[ing] their lives and 

their experiences into stories [and do it] with practiced ease” (Mangham and 

Overington 193). This ease is to be expected, as narratives are portrayals of 

life,  something  that  happens  to  us  regardless  of  what  we  do—we  are 

constantly rehearsing the skill of creating and relating stories. The chaos of 

life leads us to continually use narratives to find meaning and create order. As 

Orbuch writes, narratives “make sense of events, situations, and identities” 

(467). We use narratives to organize our surroundings both as reactions and 

as catalysts. In other words, narratives play passive  and active roles; they 

manage experience and even identity while also being influenced by them. 

In  more  literary  terms,  individuals  are  simultaneously  readers  and 

writers  of  their  lives.  As  they  create  narratives,  as  they  perform 

autobiographical  acts,  they  are  formulating  identities.  According  to 

sociologists,  people  diligently  seek  stability,  structure,  and  uniqueness 

through their identities, and they do so without encouragement from others 

(Brown  2).  Ricoeur  writes,  “The  narrative  constructs  the  identity  of  the 
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character, what can be called his or her narrative identity, in constructing that 

of the story told. It is the identity of the story that makes the identity of the 

character” (“Sixth Study” 147-148). Then, as individuals read or recount their 

already-written  stories,  they  are  still  in  the  process  of  constructing  their 

identities, especially as they compare themselves with the selves that they 

have been over time. 

These ideas about self-documentation and identity have a big impact 

on the study of blogs. In short, the situation is the same within the realm of 

blogs. Blogs, characterized as narratives, represent identity. French scholar 

Philippe Lejeune has written on the subject of identity in the realm of blogs, 

wherein he asks the question, “our sense of self, our intimate being—are they 

not shaped by the means of expression and communication?” (3).42 Lejeune’s 

question seeks  no answer.  Rather,  he seeks to  inspire  confirmation to  his 

opinion—namely, that the self is shaped through expression. Exactly as lives 

are experience and blog writing is an expression of experience, blog writing 

as an autobiographical act displays the individual in a two-way relationship, 

where the writing affects identity and the identity affects the writing. 

Since identity is necessary, being able to express it and form it are 

important. Blogs provide this point of expression and formulation.  Mommy 

bloggers claim that the autobiographical act of blogging is therapy in that it 

keeps them sane or from getting  crabby,43 a reflection of their need for a 

place to ruminate identity. 

Courtney Kendrick, or “c jane” describes her sister’s life as 

filled with goodness because she believes in choice. She chose to 

make the birthday cakes from scratch. She chooses to pay a 

babysitter for date night every week. She has always chosen to 

believe in virtue, and virtue blooms into faith.44 

42 Unfortunately, Lejeune’s book, called Cher écran . . . [“Dear Screen”], has not yet been 
translated into English. Sorapure offers her own translation of some excerpts. In the 
original: “Notre moi, notre intimité ne sont-ils pas façonnés par les moyens d’expression et 
de communication?” (11).
43 Found in the comments at http://theblogfrog.com/psearch/ViewThread. aspx?
threadID=61&blogID=1568 and the main posts at
http://scribbit.blogspot.com/2008/08/someone-id-like-you-to-meet-tracy-from.html, and 
http://hollywoodflakes.blogspot.com/2007/11/hollywood-flakes-interview.html, accessed 
27 June 2009.
44 http://blog.cjanerun.com/2008/11/saint-stephanie.html, accessed 27 June 2009.
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In  using  several  tenses  throughout  the  paragraph,  Kendrick  shows  that 

Nielson’s life is an ongoing process. Since being able to start blogging again 

after the crash, Nielson has used her blogs to come to terms with her new life 

adorned by new limits, new looks, and new challenges. In a June 8th, 2009 

post titled “Becoming Stephanie,” Nielson wrote that her mother had asked 

her the question many readers had been wondering—when she was going to 

post a photo of herself post-burns. Although she said never, she writes, “But I 

will, it is after all me,” accompanied by a picture of her eyes. She follows with 

an  optimistic  view of  her  new life  as  an  opportunity  to  live,  nurture  her 

children, and help others in need.45

Two months later, shortly before the one-year anniversary since the 

crash, Nie posted a full photo of herself with her husband. She titled the post 

“Me,” showing that she had accepted her new self within the realm of her 

autobiographical identity.46 

Like with Nielson’s self-expression, the expression of individual identity 

in the world of blogs is almost unlimited. Blogs provide instant publication for 

anyone with a connection to the internet, offering the individual a place for 

self-reflection and expression.47 Anyone can sign up for a blog and within 

minutes  be  ready  to  publish  narratives  for  the  whole  world  to  see.  One 

commentator on a post called “Art of Blogging” writes, 

While I cannot speak for any others, I think my words and pictures 

frame the woman I am becoming. Writing them down and sharing 

them is the first steps [sic] in acknowledging the direction of my 

pursuit. I have been blogging for a year and have seen how my 

desire to illuminate the everyday has given voice to that part of the 

woman in me I want to become and and [sic] now I can say that I 

am her.48

This  commentator  shows  that  the  words  and  pictures  that  make  up  her 

personal blog contribute to her forming identity. She acknowledges that the 

45 http://nieniedialogues.blogspot.com/2009/06/becoming-stephanie.html, accessed 20 
August 2009.
46 http://nieniedialogues.blogspot.com/2009/08/me.html, accessed 20 August 2009.
47 http://segullah.org/guest-post/the-art-of-blogging/, accessed 29 June 2009.
48 Comment by TJ Hirst at http://segullah.org/guest-post/the-art-of-blogging/, accessed 
29 June 2009.
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acts of writing and sharing help her with this formation, and then recognizes 

that her portrayal of her everyday life gives her the voice she has wanted. 

Lastly, she writes that this voice that she has been given has now become an 

integral part of her; it was not short-lived. 

The focus on the self in blogs is undeniable. Oxford University Press, in 

their  search  for  new words  in  blogs,  published  a  list  of  the  fifteen  most 

frequent words on blogs. Three of the fifteen were “me,” “my,” and “myself.”49 

Bloggers pour their identities into blogs, even in the areas that are not typical 

narratives. For example, although personal blogs are filled with insights into 

the individual author, many bloggers have a section specifically dedicated to 

describing themselves. 

Even the most basic parts of blogs reflect identity and can do so in 

creative ways.  Andrew Sullivan, in an article for the Atlantic Monthly, writes 

that the blog is a record with a constant  deadline of  the present minute, 

leaving no time for “adjust[ing] opinion and position.” He believes that people 

end  up  writing  about  themselves  because  they  “are  [a]  relatively  fixed 

point[s] in this constant  interaction with the ideas and facts of the exterior 

world.”50

For Sarah Flake at Hollywood Flakes, the connection between her blog 

and herself is so strong that she writes: “Now two years [after starting my 

blog] I have a hard time remembering that I created the blog and not the 

other way around.”51 Many bloggers have similar attitudes, shown when they 

talk about their blogs as if they and their blogs are equivalent. The writer of 

the blog The Parr Family writes in her first post: 

I have finally given in to the world of Blogging. Who would have 

thought this day would come? Not me, that's for sure. I have no 

literary talent to speak of, but why not share my thoughts with all 

49 http://www.bloggersblog.com/cgi-bin/bloggersblog.pl?bblog=817072, accessed 27 June 
2009.
50 http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/200811/andrew-sullivan-why-i-blog, accessed 24 June 
2009.
51 http://hollywoodflakes.blogspot.com/2007/11/hollywood-flakes-interview.html, 
accessed 18 August 2009.
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the world (or at least 1 or 2 of you...)? So, here I am. Welcome me. 

Love me. And read me.52

This blogger uses the pronouns “I” and “me” to represent herself as well as 

her blog. She does not say, “here I am in the world of blogging” or “welcome 

me  to  the  world  of  blogging,”  but  “here  I  am”  and  “welcome  me.”  The 

ambiguity of her words makes it easy to confuse her with her blog. On the 

other side, she also does not say, “here is my blog,” or “welcome my blog.” 

Instead, the distinction between her and the blog is left unclear.

When a  blogger  at  the  blog  Segullah mused about  why she would 

never give up blogging in the post “The Art of Blogging,” she received 27 

comments about women and blogging. One commentator wrote: “The pieces 

of  my  patchwork—mother,  wife,  friend,  sister—are  interwoven  beautifully 

between links, posts, music playlists, and followers.”53 Another notes, 

The thing I like most about my blog is that it is an expression of 

me. Sometimes good, sometimes bad. But if my great-

grandchildren were to read it, they would have a good idea of who I 

am. That’s what my goal is when I blog.54 

In relation to our larger theme of stay-at-home mothers and blogs, the 

identity  that  develops  through  writing  can  play  a  large  role  in  providing 

satisfaction to these women. Because mommy bloggers are able to constantly 

wrestle with their identities in a creative way through blogs, they are able to 

thrive in their roles as mothers. For example, Jane at Seagull Fountain writes, 

I think for me to survive and thrive as a mother, as a stay-at-home 

parent, which is how I have chosen to go about being a mother, I 

have to create an identity for myself. I have to be able to glorify, on 

the one hand, the great parts of my job, and I have to be able to 

grouse, on the other hand, about the terrible potty-training parts. 

Because if I didn’t think being a mother, as being a stay-at-home 

52 http://parrfamilia.blogspot.com/2008/04/welcome.html, accessed 26 June 2009, made 
private at http://parradise.blogspot.com/.
53 This comment was left on http://segullah.org/guest-post/the-art-of-blogging/ by 
Michelle, accessed 27 June 2009.
54 This comment was left on http://segullah.org/guest-post/the-art-of-blogging/ by Jennie, 
accessed 27 June 2009.
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parent, was the most important thing I could be doing right now, I 

would not do it.55

For  Jane,  the ability  to openly  share the positive  as  well  as  the negative 

aspects of her role as a stay-at-home mother is equal to her identity. She 

wants to be able to share her thoughts, and the blog has provided that outlet 

for her. The identity she forms and reforms through feedback on her blog 

affirms to her that her choice to be a stay-at-home mother was the right one 

for her. 

Sometimes in her blog, Jane mentions the big academic plans she had 

before she became a stay-at-home mother.56 Then she points out that the life 

she has now is not what she expected or even planned for. She follows with 

“[b]ut it works,” showing a seemingly indifferent or resigned attitude about 

her role. However, in a different post she writes:

Ambivalence makes it sound like I don’t care enough about either 

thing to be able to choose between [motherhood and an academic 

career], or that I don’t either love OR hate stay-at-home 

motherhood enough to be able to lay it to rest already. But the 

truth is I care too much. I am passionately, intensely wed to the 

role I play in my children’s lives.57

Jane’s  identity  here  reaches  a  turning  point.  She  has  noticed  her 

reconciliatory  attitude  about  her  role  as  a  stay-at-home  mother,  possibly 

through some of the comments she received. Here she defends her choice to 

be a mother so passionately as to perhaps indicate some remaining feelings 

of regret. 

Yet, in another post, Jane notes more confidently and less defensively, 

“I don’t regret the choice I made, and I want the life I have now. I want the 

husband, the kids.”58 Finally, Jane not only comes to terms with motherhood, 

55 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/04/20/you-dont-know-me/, accessed 18 August 
2009.
56 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/02/12/she-sweeps-with-many-colored-brooms-
and-leaves-the-shreds-behind/, accessed 18 August 2009.
57 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/04/20/you-dont-know-me/, accessed 18 August 
2009. 
58 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/01/19/bittersweet/, accessed 19 August 2009.
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but seems to have discovered that it is the most real of any life she could 

imagine. She records:

Strip away the carpools and the cartoons, the playdates and the 

PTAs, and you have life: raw, unbearably fresh, growing, sneezing, 

negotiating of relationships, innocence and laughter, hurts and 

tears and ills-that-mommy-can-fix-and-those-she-can’t LIFE.

Jane’s attitude towards her life has changed. Instead of it being full of what-

ifs, she has realized that life as a mother is her definition of life stripped of all 

the extras. At this later point on her blog, Jane is able to enjoy her children 

more. She writes that she has “been too busy snuggling” and “listening to 

Sally read to Susan (is there anything sweeter?)”59 Her tone has become one 

of satisfaction in her role. Indeed, she finds her children’s behavior endearing 

and  would  rather  spend  more  time  being  with  them  than  debating  her 

decision online like she used to, but she does take the time to write about it, 

showing a desire to share her appreciation for the role. 

In the last of these posts from What About Mom, Jane reiterates that 

she is “doing what [she] really want[s] to do, even if some days it doesn’t 

seem like it.”60 Not long after, Jane decided to change the name of her blog to 

Seagull Fountain. Many factors may have played a role in the change of her 

blog’s name, but it  seems ironic  that her final  confidence in stay-at-home 

motherhood coincided with the change, as if the new name is introducing a 

new Jane who finds fulfillment in her role. She has created a new identity for 

herself, as she mentioned was necessary in order to survive.

Another blog examined in this thesis has recently changed its name. 

Blogger  Emily  Anne’s  former  emilyanne.net  is  now  at 

somethingsgotogether.blogspot.com, and the blog title has changed to Leaves 

With  Tree;  You  With  Me.  She  has  blogged  about  the  difficulty  she  has 

enjoying  keeping  her  young  son  entertained  with  boyish  activities. 

Additionally, she has reflected on the “tedium of nursing” and the “agony of 

59 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/03/02/only-now-we-call-it-navel-gazing/, 
accessed 19 August 2009.
60 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/04/20/you-dont-know-me/, accessed 19 August 
2009.
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sleeplessness” that come with pregnancies. However, she has found herself 

telling people she did not think she was done having children, when 

her heart, in diametric opposition to her head, as if it were numb to 

the strain in her back and the ache in her feet, swelled with the 

illogical hope that she’d be able to enjoy and endure this process at 

least one more time.61

Emily  Anne shows that  though having more than two children may seem 

illogical, it is right for her, even with . She has learned to make motherhood a 

firm part of her identity, as shown through her making motherhood as an 

abstract idea a constant subject throughout her autobiographical narratives. 

Her heart cherishes motherhood, and though she finds it challenging at times, 

there is no indication of the problem with no name. Despite the difficulties, 

she  will  continue to  be  fulfilled in  the  love  she  has  found in  her  role  as 

mother. 

In one post, she tells of how her two children “soiled their pants before 

10:00 a.m.” requiring “an entire outfit change, a bath, and an immediate load 

of laundry.” Not only is this experience physically unpleasant to the nose, it is 

tiring and seemingly unrewarding. However, Emily Anne writes: “Even with 

the poop, I savor these times.”62

Like  the  preceding  excerpt,  most  of  Emily  Anne’s  posts  include 

sentimental  ponderings  about  motherhood,  writing  to  her  daughter,  for 

example, that there is “[n]ot enough verbiage to describe you. Not enough 

energy to try. Not enough time to do you justice. And not enough selflessness 

(?)  I  guess,  to  share  you with  the ether.”  She  continues  to say that  her 

daughter “held some missing pieces of [her] soul,” she has “enlarged [her] 

joy to unthinkable expanse,” and she will “spend the rest of [her] life trying to 

pay [her] back.”63 

Emily Anne takes her love for motherhood the next step; instead of 

just recording it for her children, she tries to share it. She writes: 

61 http://somethingsgotogether.blogspot.com/2008/07/and-days-were-accomplished.html, 
accessed 18 August 2009.
62 http://somethingsgotogether.blogspot.com/2008/10/these-are-days.html, accessed 18 
August 2009.
63 http://somethingsgotogether.blogspot.com/2009/01/first-of-many.html, accessed 18 
August 2009.
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My baby talks to me in soft coos and gentlle [sic] sighs; infuses my 

weary bones with joy when we’re up for feedings in the 

unmentionable hours. If it’s been a while since you’ve heard the 

sounds of a happy baby, find one. Hold one.  Listen to one. Love 

one. You will, for a moment, forget everything else and your whole 

soul will smile. Even if your whole soul is tired.64

By turning from describing a quiet scene with her daughter to addressing the 

reader and asking him or her to find a baby and hold one, she has faith that 

like her experience, the result will be positive. Her confidence shows that she 

is happy with her role and has adopted motherhood as her identity.

Other examples of mommy bloggers writing about their identities and 

their blogs are not scarce. One blogger comments, “College taught us a sense 

of self. For me blogging helps me reconnect with that sense of self,”65 while 

another writes, “So for the last year or so I’ve been writing again . . . I’m 

rediscovering myself now, realizing I can be a person and a mommy and a 

wife. A person!”66 This last example shows confidence in the rediscovery that 

one can be a person and a mother and a wife simultaneously. It also shows 

excitement,  with  the  repeated  “person”  and  the  exclamation  point.  Other 

mommy bloggers have had similar experiences. As a result of writing in blogs, 

they feel an assurance of their identity within several roles.

Blogger Amy Lawson, for example, has written about how she is not a 

helicopter  parent  and  how  she  is  amazed  at  her  sister’s  ability  to  not 

“run[ning] around the neighborhood with [her] hair on fire” with two kids.67 

However, the narratives she relates of activities she has done with her son, 

James and her heartbreak at her miscarriage last year show that she enjoys 

her role as mother and has made it part of her identity. Her posts do not 

64 http://somethingsgotogether.blogspot.com/2008/09/what-love-does.html, accessed 18 
August 2009.
65 Comment written by Nicole at http://theblogfrog.com/psearch/ViewThread. aspx?
threadID=61&blogID=1568, accessed 29 June 2009.
66 http://www.feministmormonhousewives.org/?p=2231, accessed 18 August 2009.

67 http://granolasdodallas.blogspot.com/2009_07_01_archive.html and 
http://granolasdodallas.blogspot.com/2009_01_01_archive.html, accessed 20 August 
2009.
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show the dissatisfaction that Friedan discovered in housewives in the 1950s 

and 60s.

These narratives conceal and reveal simultaneously, change with time, 

and are more strategized than one might think. This does not, however, mean 

that the identities  that appear in and come from narratives have any less 

reality  to  them.  In  fact,  it  would  seem  to  most  that  private  diaries  and 

autobiographies  are a truer form of  identity—the written “I”  if  you please 

(Kitzmann  2004,  32).  Indeed,  identities  have  always  been  adjusted 

simultaneously with narratives according to social effects and the passage of 

time.  

Conclusion

This chapter has used examples of mommy blogs to discuss the idea that 

characters are plots, identity is narratives of any and all experience, selves 

are stories. Narrative theorists have shown that these identity narratives are 

at the center of all  behavior as a way to organize experience. As a result, 

people  are  well-practiced  in  the  telling  of  their  stories  and  create  their 

identities through their narratives. 

Blogs  have  helped  mommy bloggers  like  Nielson,  Emily  Anne,  and 

Lawson create identities for themselves within the realm of motherhood. Their 

blog accounts place them in the mother role. There, through their narratives, 

they can discuss ups and downs while coming to terms with their  title of 

mother instead of falling victim to the dissatisfaction described by Friedan’s 

research. 
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6

Mommy Blogs and Community 

Unlike  the  constancy  of  storytelling,  social  groupings  of  autobiographical 

writings have changed. Blogs have released geographical limits. Participants 

in online blog narratives can no longer be positively grouped by gender, race, 

religion, or power, and even when bloggers identify themselves with one of 

these groupings, they are not limited in publishing or commenting. Anyone 

can  be  part  of  a  worldwide  conversation  or  narrative,  providing  endless 

opportunities to adjust one’s identity. Through blogging, one has access to 

more narratives and thus negotiations of the self—the reading, creation, and 

re-construction thereof. In accordance with this line of thought, this chapter 

will  deal  with  the  community  aspect  of  blog  writing—its  variations,  the 

importance of audience for mommy bloggers, the focus on the reader, and 

community’s link with identity. 

In  providing  an  identity  formation  outlet  for  individuals,  blogs  also 

provide an interactive mirror to the writer. Blogs have the added advantage of 

an  instant  audience  able  to  continue  the  autobiographical  act  of  writing 

through  discussion  with  the  author  or  with  other  readers.  The  word 

“community” will  be defined here as a social group that provides personal 

connections  that  are  psychologically  necessary.  In  relation  to  blogs, 

“community” will refer to both the possible readers and responders of blogs 

(an enormous group) as well as to the regular readers and responders. This 

community undeniably affects the writing in the narratives of blogs. As shown 

in  the  previous  chapter,  these  affected-by-community  narratives  have  a 

strong  link  to  identity.  Thus,  community  also  plays  a  role  in  identity 

formulation.  

Because  blogs  grant  stay-at-home  mothers  a  tool  for  navigating 

identity through narratives and community, many needs of these mothers are 

filled. In turn, mommy bloggers record their satisfaction with their roles and 

their confidence in making the choice to stay at home with their children. 

They are intellectually challenged through writing and the social sphere and 

lose nothing of their individuality as they create their autobiographical self.
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Blogging Communities

One does not need a sociologist to tell them that personal relationships, or 

community,  are important for the individual.  It  is  interesting to learn that 

community also plays an important role within the realm of narratives and 

thus  identity.  Narratives  organize  experience;  they  organize  individuals’ 

“views of themselves, of others, and of their social world” (Orbuch 455). In 

other words, narratives are not just involved in identity, and identity is not 

just  involved  in  narratives,  whether  found  in  verbal  accounts,  diaries,  or 

blogs. Community affects narrative and narrative affects community—thus a 

strong  effectual  relationship  between  community,  narrative,  and  identity. 

Indeed, sociologists have concluded that the identities of individuals cannot 

be stripped from their social contexts (Somers 629). 

Everyone is a part of some kind of community, whether in the family, 

school,  neighborhood,  or  elsewhere.  Individuals  can  also  be  members  of 

many speech communities simultaneously (Scott and Lyman 62). Being a part 

of  these  relationships  is  more  than  a  desire;  it  is  a  psychological  need 

(Orbuch et al 1994 qtd. in Orbuch 460). 

The  dissatisfaction  found  by  Betty  Friedan  was  a  clear  sign  that  a 

psychological need of stay-at-home mothers was not being met. A possible 

contributing  factor  is  the  limited  communities  stay-at-home mothers  have 

access to from within the home. Friedan seemed to think limited communities 

were a main problem for the women in her study, as she preached public 

involvement as a solution. The housewives she described spent whole days in 

the house. Their time was spent cleaning and cooking, and then, when the 

work was done, waiting—waiting for the children to arrive home from school, 

waiting for their husbands to get home, waiting for the children to go to bed. 

Friedan’s description of the home as a cage was well-grounded: housewives 

did  not  have  much  involvement  in  relationships  besides  those  in  their 

immediate families. Consequently, Friedan encouraged more involvement in 

the public realm as a solution. 

What Friedan did not know was that a medium would be developed 

that allowed stay-at-home mothers  to do what  they were  already doing—
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staying at home—while simultaneously being involved in the public realm; a 

medium that would allow communities  to co-write the textual  identities  of 

mothers. As written in “The Art of Blogging:” 

Women today have no need to make pilgrimages to the sea for self-

reflection, although there is certainly something healing about the 

salt water and ocean air. Instead, we blog. We simply click, type, 

and publish, and a community is holding out their hands ready to 

embrace us.68

In other words, the solution to the dissatisfaction that Friedan researched is 

found in the blog. There, women are allowed to continue taking care of their 

children  while  being  part  of  an  expanded  and  expansive  community  that 

supports them in their identity-seeking journey that is life. 

Some might ask if online groups are even true communities, seeing as 

how they do not provide physical  closeness. Though blog writers “may be 

geographically isolated, and may not ever meet each other in person, or ‘real 

life,’”  they  are  nevertheless  a  community,  as  they  are  “linked  by  shared 

identifications and values,” argues Swales (paraphrased in McNeill 34).

Mommy blogs provide stay-at-home mothers  with  communities  that 

help them through all sorts of life situations. One mommy blogger writes:

Today, there are amazing resources to help a Mom go through . . . 

horrible time[s]. Support groups. Online groups. Blogs. Friends you 

have met through blogging. You can say what you need to and find 

love and support. (Satterwhite)

Blogs  provide  a  potential  community  larger  than  any  that  has  ever 

existed before because of the availability of the internet around the world. 

One regular blog reader who eventually started a blog wrote, 

I have such the need in my life to write down thoughts. For now I 

subject friends to my crazy thoughts and experiences in emails, but 

why not put it all out there for me, and anyone else who may or 

may not be interested?69

As  recorded  in  her  second  sentence,  this  blog  reader  already  had  a 

community  away  from  the  internet,  but  the  idea  of  a  larger  potential 

68 http://segullah.org/guest-post/the-art-of-blogging/, accessed 19 August 2009.
69 Susan Parkin in a private online chat with the author on 20 June 2008.
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community appealed to her. Blogger Kirsty admits in a comment that she has 

“felt more connected to [another blogger] and some other bloggers/tweeters 

than to any mother at the mother’s group [she] went to for 5-6 months.”70 

For  her,  the  online  relationships  she  had  formed became closer  than  the 

physically-present ones. 

The expanded community  of  blogging has  many varied  effects,  but 

overall, these effects contribute to housewives’ satisfaction that is reflected in 

mommy blogs. Kristy at She Just Walks Around With It writes: 

Why [do I blog]? Because it feels good. It feels good to get it out. It 

feels good to share my experiences in the hope that others feel the 

same, that others know what it's like. It feels good to hear the "me, 

too"s. It feels AMAZING to know that people laugh at my writing, or 

feel things because of what I write. I mean, how COOL is that?71 

Her words reflect her enjoyment of having an outlet that is not only personal 

but also personable. She lives for the empathy or even just reactions she 

receives through her blog. If she were dissatisfied, her blogs would reflect her 

dissatisfaction and she would not use and capitalize words like “amazing” and 

“cool” when describing blogging itself.

Like any other genre, birds of a feather flock together. In Karlsson’s 

study, she considers several women-authored blogs. The blog readers who 

made comments on those blogs were 

like the site authors . . . well-educated females in their early 30s 

living in major metropolitan areas. In the main, they look for 

“good” serial writing of an autobiographical nature which makes 

them feel that they can reach out and connect with other, similar 

lives. Readers want to regularly follow and connect with lives 

similar to their own (in terms of gender, class, occupation, etc.). 

(49)

70 Written by Kristy in a comment at http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/02/14/three-
degrees-of-separation/, accessed on 12 August 2009. 
71 http://shewalks.blogspot.com/2007_10_01_archive.html, “I Am Not the New Stale,” 
accessed 19 August 2009.
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The  subjects,  lifestyles,  and  opinions  of  a  blogger  attract  readers  and 

commentators in similar situations.72 

Part of the reason that satisfaction for mommy bloggers comes from 

blogging is that the community they find is greatly made up of women in 

similar situations with similar interests. In Jones’s  Virtual Culture, Licklider 

and Taylor are quoted as predicting thirty years ago that “‘life will be happier 

for the online individual because the people with whom one interacts most 

strongly will be selected more by commonality of interests and goals than by 

accidents of proximity’” (61).  

Though it may be expected that most readers will  be similar to the 

blogger,  the  blogging  genre  differs  in  its  potential  audience.  Unlike  most 

communities  that  have  ever  existed,  blogs  are  not  limited  by  politics, 

geography, race, gender, and age. Even though many regular readers may be 

in similar situations as that of the blogger (i.e., both writer and reader are 

mothers of small children), blogs have the potential of a varied readership 

unimaginable fifty years ago. Those readers who are not in similar situations 

are usually at least sympathetic to the situation of the author.

Lawson’s blog provides an example of the support that can be found in 

an online community through both similar and differing experiences. In her 

23  October  2008  post,  she  writes  of  a  difficult  day  she  had  after  a 

miscarriage, a somber subject compared to her usual humorous posts. She 

sat down in her rocking chair, and with “very empty arms” offered up a prayer 

that she could be a good mother, showing her dedication to the role. Writing 

about her act of involving God with her sorrow aligns her post with traditions 

of  women’s  autobiographical  writing.  And  the  subject  matter  of  loss  in 

motherhood linked her to anyone who had been through similar trials. Fifty-

two readers commented. Many wrote of their own experiences with deaths of 

children, while others simply expressed sympathies.73

72 One might claim that this gathering of bloggers and readers of similar interests might 
limit the perspective of mommy bloggers, but that is not the case. For example, some 
readers send blog posts to those they know who would be able to relate to the subject, 
drawing in readers and thus experiences and opinions from differing circumstances.
73 http://granolasdodallas.blogspot.com/2008/10/one-month-yesterday.html, accessed 19 
August 2009.
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Community, Identity, and Narrative

Similar to the two-way relationship of identity and narrative, community and 

identity (through narratives) affect each other. Brown writes: 

We can then conceptualize self-identification as the ongoing 

reflexive interpretation of the self-constrained and enabled by 

forms of discourse. Identification occurs at the point of 

confrontation between the person as a potential speaker/actor, on 

the one hand, and the system of discourse that constrains 

speaking/acting, on the other hand. (Brown 3)

In  short,  the  identity  of  the  self  is  found  through  discourse  between  a 

community—or  that  which  constrains  and  encourages—and  the  individual. 

Blog readers are not  only important  because they provide  motivation and 

community to bloggers, but similar to writers being both actors and the acted 

upon,  they  become  co-writers—the  written  to  and  the  repliers.  As  book 

historian Roger Chartier writes, 

With the electronic text, matters will never again be the same. The 

reader can not only subject an electronic text to numerous 

processes (index it, annotate it, copy it, disassemble it, recompose 

it, move it) but, better yet, become its coauthor. The distinction 

that is highly visible in the printed book between writing and 

reading, between the author of the text and the reader of the book, 

will disappear in the face of an altogether different reality: one in 

which the reader becomes an actor of multivocal composition. (20)

This role of reader as co-writer, when applied to mommy blogs, would explain 

fulfillment in mommy bloggers’ texts as their online communities help shape 

their life texts. 

Similarly, Lejeune writes: “It is at this global level that autobiography 

is defined: it is a mode of reading as much as it is a type of writing; it is a 

historically  variable  contractual  effect”  (30).  As  previously  mentioned, 

personal relationships have special importance to women. Because stay-at-

home mothers  have more personal  connections  and feedback available  to 

them than earlier generations through blogging, they have more confidence 
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and sympathy in the decisions they make and the people they are becoming. 

They  are  able  to  confidently  form  and  reform  their  ideas  of  self  while 

performing the housewife role they have chosen.

In receiving input  from outside of  the home, mommy bloggers can 

define themselves reflexively. In communities, people see how others are and 

recognize similarities and differences. In turn, they have outside material that 

helps them form their individual identities.  By telling their stories, bloggers 

play their role as sufferer, but they are empowered as they become actors as 

well (Brown 4). 

The immediate community aspect of blogs makes them truer indicators 

and creators of identity than earlier forms of self-documentation within the 

mothers’ limited community. Private journals rarely made it into the hands of 

others until after the death of the writer, excluding the writer from being part 

of  a  community  that  allows  for  the  reconstruction  of  narratives.  Though 

responses to autobiographies may have been written, autobiographies did not 

provide an immediate, united place for discussion the way the social spaces of 

the internet, and specifically blogs, do. Slow feedback may have existed, but 

no real dialogue was possible across great distances, the way blog discourse 

is now possible, where bloggers can respond to comments by making changes 

to their narratives. 74

Another  benefit  of  blogging  is  that  mommy bloggers  can,  to  some 

extent, control their public image or the reaction others have to them even 

with their expanded communities (Kitzmann 2003, 86). In this way, they can 

protect self-esteem and status while still being accessible to the world. Some 

bloggers feel like blogging is more than controlling a public image—that it can 

in fact help them to make better decisions because of the audience they know 

they  will  be  writing  to.  Lis  Garrett,  in  an  interview at  Scribbit,  remarks: 

“Pretending that  my parenting  skills  are  constantly  under  peer  evaluation 

actually helps me be a better mom.”75 Knowing that her actions are bloggable 

74 Although the same can be said of men’s blogs—that they are truer indicators of identity 
because of community construction—women are the ones who have so longingly sought 
after personal relationships (as shown by their writing about the subject extensively within 
autobiographical writings) and the effect of community on them can be expected to be 
greater. 
75 http://scribbit.blogspot.com/2008/03/someone-id-like-you-to-meet-lis-garrett.html, 
accessed 19 August 2009.
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material and the reflection upon those actions within her writing contribute to 

the development of her role as mother. 

As  Licklider  and  Taylor  predicted,  the  mommy blogging  community 

grants an outlet and a place to receive feedback and sympathy from those 

who can commiserate, relate, or celebrate. Blogging may have a lot to do 

with the writer, but the writer cannot be considered without the reader, which 

will be the subject of the next section.

The Reader Connection

In  studies  about  blogging,  a  vast  majority of  the  analysis  focuses  on the 

receiving  end of  the blogging  community,  or  the  reader.  The definition of 

blogs  written  in  the  Routledge  Encyclopedia  of  Narrative by  Jill  Walker 

includes the following: 

Most weblogs use links generously, allowing readers to follow 

conversations between weblogs by following links between entries 

on related topics. Readers may start at any point of a weblog, 

seeing the most recent entry first, or arriving at an older post via a 

search engine or a link from another site, often another weblog. 

Once at a weblog, readers can read on in various orders: 

chronologically, thematically, by following links between entries or 

by searching for keywords. Weblogs also generally include a blog-

roll, which is a list of links to other weblogs the author 

recommends. Many weblogs allow readers to enter their own 

comments to individual posts. (2005, quoted in Karlsson 16)

Each aspect of the blog discussed in the definition has to do with readers. The 

one sentence  that  fails  to use  the word  “reader”  discusses  links  that  the 

author recommends—to the implied reader. 

 This focus on the audience is not surprising and shows the importance 

of  community  for  bloggers.  McNeill  writes  that “online  diarists  are acutely 

aware of their readers” (30), while Sorapure remarks: 
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Audience and purpose are clearly important to online diarists, since 

these writers obviously and intentionally are creating public 

documents. Even if no one other than the author reads the diary, it 

is available on the Web for others to read, and is to some extent 

put on the Web precisely for others to read. (9) 

Many scholars of autobiographical writing claim that autobiographical 

writing, even before the internet, has always had a focus on, or at least a 

consideration of, readers. “The notion that diary writing is, and always has 

been, the most private kind of writing, not meant for eyes other than those of 

its author is  alive and well  in the general public,”  writes Karlsson (7).  For 

Karlsson,  in  exploring  blogs  as  a  genre,  the  thought  that  personal 

autobiographical writing is written for private use is only a popular, though 

false,  notion.  Community  has  always  played  a  role  in  life  writing—who is 

listening, as well as who could be listening hold powerful sway in content, 

style, and amount of writing. And as discussed in chapter three, relationships, 

as  shown  by  their  appearance  as  repeated  subjects  in  women’s 

autobiographical writing, play very important roles in women’s lives. Both the 

possible and actual audiences affect narratives and thus also the connected 

identities. 

When bloggers write, they can safely assume that someone, whether 

one person or thousands, will read what is written—at some time or another. 

The first blogs were just like diaries, but  online—what were originally short, 

scribbled (or  in the  case of  blogs,  typed)  notes  of  the day’s  events  have 

turned into ideas and narratives presented in an entertaining way in order to 

enliven  the  experience  of  readers.  Whether  they  recognize  the  effect  of 

audience or not on their writing, bloggers, like with any narratives, “update 

and reflect on [these] accounts” (Orbuch 470). Their  stories, according to 

narrative  theory,  are  affected  by  social  context  and  guide  their  behavior; 

storytellers alter their actions to match their narratives and then create more 

stories.  Now, with blogs, the role of community is even stronger because of 

its potential to be enormous.
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There are many ways that this potentially large audience contributes to 

the satisfaction of  stay-at-home mothers.  First  of  all,  the blogging format 

allows for discussion to take place. Karlsson writes: 

The possibilities for the reader to contribute to the autobiographical 

performance—render it explicitly dialogic—by leaving comments on 

the page or by communicating with its author behind the scenes via 

e-mail or instant messaging are often recognized as the most 

radical innovation of diary weblogs. (8)

For  Karlsson,  comments  are  the  defining  capability  of  blogs.  Though 

responses to autobiographical writing were always possible, never were they 

possible  so  quickly.  Within  seconds  of  posting  a  new entry  on  a  blog,  a 

comment may be made. Many blog readers even glory in their chance to be 

the first commentator, writing responses such as “I cannot believe I am the 

FIRST to comment on your blog.”76 A mommy blogger who needs some advice 

can ask a  question and see the counsel come pouring in—both from those 

readers in her same situation as well as those who are not. 

Even  when  comments  are  not  written  directly  upon  a  blog,  online 

statistics keepers allow blog owners to see where links have been made to 

their  posts, which are possibly surrounded by yet  more responses, allowing 

for yet more renovation of narratives. This back-and-forth of  original text, 

emails,  comments,  and  the  like  that  is  involved with  blogging leaves  the 

reader in a more active role than ever before. As McNeill writes, “The reader 

of an online diary therefore actively participates in constructing the text the 

diarist writes, and the identities he or she takes on in the narrative” (27). 

Blogging narratives, and thus the identities of bloggers, come to rely on the 

role of community as constructors of the text.

No matter the content of comments, the simple existence of them acts 

as a motivator for the blogger to write more regularly and with the interests 

of readers in mind. The blogger benefits from participating in a give-and-take 

relationship with readers. Instead of addressing journal entries to imaginary 

friends or to the diary itself or to no one at all, bloggers often address readers 

and expect some kind of response from them, then thank them later for the 

76 From Elizabeth on http://blog.cjanerun.com/2008/11/saint-stephanie.html, accessed on 
26 June 2009.
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response. For example,  Jennifer at  littlebee.wordpress.com (not a mommy 

blogger)  opened  up  to  her  readers  about  her  difficult  childhood  and  the 

problems it had caused in adulthood. After an outpouring of comments, she 

wrote, “Thank you for all the support and well-wishes! I truly appreciate the 

warm thoughts and community your comments provided.”77 

Of  course,  negative  responses  also  exist.  In  an  interview,  mommy 

blogger Heather Armstrong of dooce.com said that she prints out negative 

comments  and backs  over  them with  her  car.78 Not  only  does  she find  a 

physical way to deal with negativity, she publicly reports of her reaction.

Comments,  whether positive or negative, confirm that the blog and 

thus also the blogger herself are stimulating, boosting the blogger’s sense of 

self and comfort in her roles. For a stay-at-home mother whose children are 

too young to talk or one whose children take for granted what she does to run 

the  household,  or  simply  for  some  variety  separate  from  the  family’s 

feedback, comments on a blog can be powerful affirmation of appreciation for 

one’s existence. Blog posts regularly address readers, often by name; some 

posts are specifically made for readers the blogger knows (or knows of). Like 

the  more  traditional  idea  of  a  community  (physically-present  groups), 

blogging communities can have the same strong effect on members. 

Once  readers  are  present  and  regular  (and  some  might  even  say 

before then because of potential readers), like all bloggers, mommy bloggers 

report feeling an obligation to post regularly whether they personally know 

their readers or not. Bloggers often apologize on their blogs when they have 

not  posted  for  a  while,  a  sign  that  they  feel  the  pull  of  an  unofficial 

commitment. McNeill writes:  

But the accessibility of both the diarist and the diary, their 

invitations for input, their sense of responsibility to respond to and 

address readers’ concerns, are practices not possible before the 

technologies and media of the online diary. For the online diarist, 

having readers means that the diarist has both joined and created 

77 http://littlebee.wordpress.com/2008/11/24/thanks-and-thanksgiving/, accessed 19 
August 2009.
78 “The Blogger Mom in Your Face,” http://online.wsj.com/article/SB1207786 
56388403417.html?mod=psp_editors_picks, accessed 27 June 2009.
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communities, acts that inform the texts he or she will produce. (32)

The new feeling of needing to post, encouraging feedback, etc., shows that 

audience  is  a  large  consideration  when  writing  blogs.  To  McNeill,  such  a 

feeling will appear conspicuously in bloggers’ posts and shows that a blogger 

has acted as both a member and a creator of a community. In other words, 

they  have  personally  committed  themselves  to  an  activity  in  the  public 

realm.79 As a result, when people lose their connection to the internet, they 

feel  marginalized  (Castells  269),  just  as  they  would  when  excluded  from 

physically-present cliques. 

The  pull  of  the  audience,  since  relationships  are  so  important  to 

women (as shown by their tendency to write more about them), especially to 

those bloggers whose physical communities in the home are limited, leads 

mommy bloggers to different measures. McNeill writes: 

These diarists’ use of proper nouns, place names, presuppositions, 

and explanatory asides are traditional strategies by which both on- 

and offline public diarists create intimacy. Web diarists, though, 

also have the option of adding links to external sites to help the 

reader feel a part of their personal lives. These links act as 

community builders by constructing a virtual world for the diarist, 

peopling her autobiographical landscape with the friends and family, 

restaurants, shops, and schools that the diarist invokes, or the 

movies, music groups, or causes about which she is passionate. 

(33)

As McNeill points out, references to specific objects unite writer and reader. 

For  example,  if  the writer  refers  to their  favorite  restaurant  in New York, 

readers who live in New York or who have been there will feel a connection 

(33). McNeill also explores the act of linking that occurs between writers and 

79 With community being a commitment, some mommy bloggers have even quit blogging 
or considered quitting because it had become addictive and had used up too much time. To 
describe the pull of readers to continue posting, and as previously been mentioned, we can 
return to the example of Hollywood at the previously-popular Hollywood Flakes blog, who 
once wrote, “I have a hard time remembering that I created the blog and not the other 
way around.” Her blog is now largely inactive as she has turned to involvement in other 
projects outside of the home. Of course, for some, the example of Hollywood Flakes proves 
that the online community is not a real community or does not provide the social  ties 
required for mental health, but many other mommy bloggers continue to thrive through 
their blogs.
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readers who have blogs, a sort of contract that shows mutual enjoyment for 

one  another’s  blogs  and  willingness  to  support  the  other  (33).  These 

specificities in blogs show the trust and dedication built between blogger and 

reader. 

Bloggers  also  use  “about  me” 

sections (see figure 3 for an example) to 

clarify the relationship they have to their 

readers. Karlsson compares this section to 

a book jacket, which “signals to readers if 

and how they should proceed” (25).  This 

“about  me”  section  often  looks  like  a 

casual  form  of  a  resume,  with  gender, 

interests, etc. Sorapure writes that “[t]he 

‘random facts’ motif represents a database 

model of identity, a non-narrative model in 

which  discrete  pieces  of  information  are 

collected  and  stored”  (7).  Most  readers 

recognize  personal  connections  between 

their  lives and the lives of the bloggers. 

Without  these  connections,  readers  lose 

interest. 

Whereas some blogs have warnings 

in  their  “about  me”  sections,  asking 

potential  readers  to “consider  whether  or 

not  [they]  really  want  to  read,”80 the 

mommy blogs studied for  this  thesis  had 

anything from welcoming tones to stay-or-else tones, such as at  Hollywood 

Flakes, where the subtitle ends with “Comment or die” (Flake)—yet another 

affirmation  that  mommy  bloggers  are  looking  for  relationships  and 

cooperative communities with their readers. 

Gumbrecht says that bloggers view their  sites as “protected space,” 

where they can “have their cake and eat it too”—referring to their jurisdiction 

80 http://www.lexxicon.net/lexxicon/readfirst.shtml, quoted in Sorapure 11, no longer 
accessible online.
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over blog content and comments, which makes bloggers sound private and 

particular (2). However, another way that mommy bloggers increase reader 

interaction  in  their  blogging  community  is  through  personal  openness. 

Michelle  Mitchell  at  Scribbit writes:  “Sharing  personal  things  connects  you 

with  your  readers,  lets  them  know  a  little  bit  about  you  and  gives  you 

credibility.

If I tell you that I've been happily married for 16 years, I'm six feet 

tall, I hate touching raw chicken, I once made myself sick from 

eating too many yummy Brussel sprouts, I love the smell of 

hospitals and I can say the alphabet backwards in five seconds then 

suddenly I'm not just a name on the other end of the line I'm a real 

person.81 

The more the mommy blogger opens up personally, the more the audience 

opens up in their comments, which builds a powerful trust. 

Usually some kind of  personal connection is what brings lurkers,  or 

readers  who  do  not  usually  participate  in  dialogue on a  blog,  out  of  the 

shadows. For example, a reader of aiyah.net wrote the following about her 

experience with becoming an active participant on the blog: 

I really didn’t think I’d become active, but there was one entry with 

which I resonated to such a large extent that I did email Winnie 

about my thoughts and reaction. It was the first time I’d ever done 

something like that. Since that time, we’ve exchanged emails on 

occasion, and it’s been a really wonderful experience. We’ve never 

met, but I do feel linked to her in an interesting and important way. 

(Karlsson 47-48)

Personal links like the one described are what bring readers back and inspire 

bloggers  to  continue  writing,  and,  to  continue  seeking  more  connections 

81 http://scribbit.blogspot.com/2008/08/readers-panel-internet-privacy-issues.html, 
accessed 19 August 2009.
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through new readers. As opposed to a lot of bloggers who either privatize 

their blogs or rarely post pictures after having children, Emily Anne shows her 

trust in her readers by posting a lot of pictures of her family.

The  confidence  between  reader  and  writer  is  also  reflected  in  the 

number of mommy blogs that have begun making money off of displaying ads 

and reviewing products. The authors trust that their readers will not run away 

when they bring up something commercial, and the readers in turn believe 

the reviews given. In an article titled, “Word of Mouth, PR and Advertising: 

Which  Do  Moms  Rely  on  Most?”  a  study  is  summarized  wherein  women 

marked that they rely 32% on mommy blogs for information about products 

for their children before purchasing (Zwiers).82

McNeill theorizes that “[f]or online diarists, who write explicitly to be 

read, the absence of an (active, responsive) audience would be a significant 

blow” (36). Interestingly, comments are not supportive in the way emails are. 

They are  public, so anyone can read them, and most bloggers only delete 

caustic comments, leaving the rest for the world to see, like trophies. As a 

result of the desire for this social confirmation, bloggers try different methods 

to inspire responses. For example, some bloggers ask questions in their posts 

in order to inspire more responses from readers. Each of the blogs studied for 

this thesis is a good case in point. 

At  the blog  Seagull  Fountain, one post  received zero  comments  as 

compared to the usual  5-70.  In reaction,  the author waited only one day 

before posting an account of how she had fretted and even considered taking 

down her blog. She reported that she would no longer leave her comments 

open.  Two  days  later,  she  retracted  her  reaction,  writing  that  “external 

validation is important,” both in motherhood and in blogging (showing again 

the link between them), where “very little” is needed—“one comment from a 

reader or one smile from a baby—can be enough.” Additionally, she claimed 

that “the give and take, the conversation (and the writing) are what I like 

82 The study was conducted with 196 moms of children between ages 3 and 5, thus a 
relatively younger group that is more familiar with computers. Another 93% of trust is 
given to “word of mouth from your friends and relatives,” another indicator of the personal 
relationships women form and possibly the preceding form of the blog. Most likely, blogs 
will become the same thing as “word of mouth from your friends and relatives” within the 
coming years.
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best about blogging.”83 Jane has written that being a stay-at-home mother 

can be very isolating, but

[b]eing connected to you-all makes me a happier mother . . . It 

makes me a saner person, a healthier wife with more realistic 

expectations. Sometimes it’s frightening or disappointing or 

embarrassing, to expose my flaws and express my insecurities. But 

it’s always worth it.84

According to her passage, her blog, or her drawing board for autobiographical 

acts, helps her be fit emotionally, psychologically, and physically. Moreover, 

she finds openly admitting her faults to be difficult but valuable. If Jane were 

dissatisfied in her role, her  accounts would reflect that. Instead, she seems 

satisfied  to  be  able  to  make  progress  using  the  support  of  her  blogging 

community. For her, blogging 

helps by providing incentives (commiseration, support) and 

accountability (it’s public, so it’s obvious if you’re not posting). 

Getting feedback on your activities and thoughts can help you be 

more reflective about what you do and what you think, what you 

believe, and why.85

In the same post, she names blogging perks, or “coming to know yourself and 

the  world  better,  and  of  discovering  people  around  the  world”  as  “life-

changing.” Her attitude towards the benefits of blogging for her is obviously 

one of respect and wonder. 

Jane even went as far as to mention that the Texan mother who killed 

her children (Andrea Yates) might not have committed the crime if she “had 

had  a  blogging-Twitter-Facebook-internet  community,”  because  she  would 

have  “been  able  to  see  how  other  mothers,  similar-yet-different-enough, 

coped with the strains and pressure . . . maybe she would have figured out 

how to ask for help.”86 The fact that Jane has, without prompting, written 

83 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/01/29/why-comments-matter/, accessed 18 
August 2009.
84 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/02/14/three-degrees-of-separation/, accessed 12 
August 2009.
85 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/03/08/blogging-for-church-ladies/, accessed 18 
August 2009.
86 http://www.seagullfountain.com/2009/02/14/three-degrees-of-separation/, accessed 12 
August 2009.
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about the role of community in blogging shows that it has been important for 

her. Her belief in the power of a community is so strong that she believes it 

could have helped a woman who went temporarily insane as a stay-at-home 

mother. The role of community in Jane’s blogging is not something that occurs 

behind the scenes. She, like other mommy bloggers, is aware of its personal 

positive  effects.  She seeks  to  build  more  community  and  identity,  and  is 

grateful for blogging’s way of helping her to deal with life. 

Bloggers like Jane are exactly the ones who see the importance of 

community.  They  look  for  ways  to  welcome  more  readers  and  thus 

commentators  in  their  communities.  The  two sisters  with  famous  mommy 

blogs (blogger names “c jane” and “NieNie”) write of how they sometimes 

debated  quitting their  blogs because of the pressure and the time it  took 

away from their families, “[b]ut blogging was also a complete source of joy, a 

fantastic  online  community  and  we were  always  drawn back to  the  ‘NEW 

POST’ tab.”87

Other  bloggers  invite  readers  to  send  or  receive  personal  emails. 

Blogger Amy Lawson has a permanent section on the side of her blog, stating 

“Wanna be my friend? If you're very, very bored you can always pass the time 

by emailing me at  LawsonAmyB at  yahoo dot  com.”  Not  just  any  blog  is 

willing to post a personal email address, but many mommy blogs have a way 

to contact the blogger.  Jane at  Seagull  Fountain writes personal  emails  in 

response to the comments she receives on her blog. Pre-accident, Nielson 

made connections with her readers by publishing their interviews and articles 

and by sending a doll named “Nomadic Nie” to them so she could vicariously 

travel around the world.88 Scribbit  has regularly posts that are responses to 

reader questions.89

Many  bloggers  track  statistics  of  visitors  to  their  blogs  using 

applications  like  Google  Analytics  and  page  counters.  As  they  do  so,  the 

87 http://blog.cjanerun.com/2008/08/makes-me-want-to-sing-lion-king.html, accessed 18 
August 2009.
88 The receivers of the Nomadic Nie doll take pictures of it around the world. An example 
can be found at http://nieniedialogues.blogspot.com/2007/10/ nomadic-nie.html, accessed 
20 August 2009.
89 An example can be found at http://scribbit.blogspot.com/2009/08/should-children-
have-allowances.html, accessed 25 August 2009.
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figures  they  see motivate  them. They look  for  patterns and begin to ask 

questions, such as, “Why did thirty more people look at my blog on Thursday 

than on Wednesday?” They begin seeking ways to increase readership,  by 

changing the colors, layout, and links on their  blogs. Some even resort to 

giveaways to entice readers, like Amy Lawson, who hosted a contest in a post 

entitled  “Bribery.” Anyone who let ten or more friends know about her blog 

would  receive a handmade “Granolas Do Dallas!” magnet.90 The seeking of 

new readers shows the enjoyment and fulfillment stay-at-home mothers find 

in  being  part  of  an  online 

community.91 Blogging 

certainly  permits  these 

mothers  involvement  in  the 

world  outside of the home by 

permitting the world to come 

to them. 

Blogs are often used as 

a  way  to  keep  in  touch.  In 

many  cases,  they  have 

replaced letter or email writing as family members and friends can find out 

new  life  developments  by  reading  the  blog.  In  a  comment,  blog  reader 

“Jendoop” writes, 

Connecting with family is something I have enjoyed as well. We’re 

far from all of our 

family, but those 

who take the time to 

read my blog know 

a truer me and in return I am able to more fully support and love 

them.92 

90 http://granolasdodallas.blogspot.com/2007/08/bribery-august-23-2007-parenting-
rule.html, accessed 19 August 2009.
91 Some would also call the seeking of new readers a popularity contest. Bloggers also seek 
new readers in order to make more money through in-blog ads, but even blogs without 
ads seek more readers. 
92 http://segullah.org/guest-post/the-art-of-blogging/, accessed 29 June 2009.
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Figure 4. As a way to communicate with family 
and friends, blogs are sometimes the brunt of 
jokes because of their  supposedly  impersonal 
nature. (Found in the “Extra Smile” section of 
the July 2009 issue at  http://newera.lds.org/, 
accessed 18 August 2009.)
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This commentator shows that not only is blogging a stay-in-touch tool for 

her; it also is enjoyable and conducive to getting to know truer selves. She 

also feels that blogging allows her to better support and love faraway family 

members, a situation more people are finding themselves in because of the 

ease of travel and the multiple jobs one now holds throughout a lifetime. 

Many mommy bloggers write some blog posts in the form of a letter, 

even when the intended receiver is unable to receive the message. Blogger 

Emily Anne, for example, frequently posts letters for her two young children 

who cannot yet read.93 Others write letters to past loves or deceased friends 

or family members.

But as has been mentioned, blogs can also provide new friendships 

through the expanded potential community.  The variety  of friends found in 

readers and the personal nature of the text allows writers to receive diverse 

feedback in their formulation of self. This variety can broaden the writer’s own 

horizons. Those readers who are similar to the author or who have something 

in common (as discovered by the blog entries) supply experienced empathy. 

Since  they  have  been  in  analogous  situations,  they  can  give  advice  that 

appears  justified to the author.  As McNeill  writes,  “these texts  make very 

personal  connections  to  a  reading  audience  that  recognizes  and  confirms 

these individual life assertions” (26). 

Some stay-at-home mothers view traditional, public blogs as too much 

personal information shared with the world. They have decided to privatize 

their  blogs  because  of  their  concern  for  the  privacy  of  their  children. 

Privatizing a  blog of  course does not  keep them from being active in the 

online  community  as  they  can  still  comment  and  write  in  public  blogs. 

Interestingly though, by making their personal blogs private, only those who 

request to be made members of the blog can view posts. Although private 

93 An example of Emily Anne’s letters can be found at 
http://somethingsgotogether.blogspot.com/2008/09/learning-slowly.html, accessed 27 
June 2009.
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blogs seem to fit more traditional concepts of diaries with their privacy, in a 

way, these private blogs are even more directed to the reader—the blogger 

knows exactly who wants to read their words (implied by a request), and can 

address them more specifically when they post.

In an article that appeared in the  New York Times, about Stephanie 

Nielson,  the  famous mommy blogger  who was in  a  plane  crash,  reporter 

Andrew Bagley writes: 

Sociologists may talk about “weak ties” that bind people on the 

Internet. But Stephanie Nielson’s story is evolving into one about 

how the Web can forge powerful friendships. Unlike much of the 

blogosphere, which is ruled by sniping and snark . . . these women 

inhabit a feel-good corner of the Internet. And when one member 

of the community suffers, everyone feels it.

Even  an  outsider,  in  this  case  the  reporter,  can  see  the  strength  of  the 

community  formed  between  women  within  the  mommy  blog  part  of  the 

Blogosphere. He refutes the idea that weak ties are formed among internet 

users  and  calls  the  friendships  formed  with  Nielson “powerful.”94 Then he 

remarks  on  the  positive  sentimentality  that  takes  place  within  the 

community’s  writing,  as  opposed  to  Andrew  Sullivan’s  Atlantic  Monthly 

description of the Blogosphere as a “universe of cranks, with vast, pulsating 

readerships, fighting with one another.”95 Lastly, Bagley says what some might 

doubt:  that  this  community  is  strong enough to  cause  real  repercussions 

among the group, whether positive or negative. 

In her blog c jane enjoy it, Nielson’s sister, Courtney Kendrick, claims 

that she received hundreds of emails asking: 

Who is this girl who blogs about beauty? Who makes homemade 

pizza for her family? Who loves to be at home crafting with her 

children? What—the world wants to know—what makes her seem 

so full of happiness? (Williams) 

94 Notice Sullivan quotes no actual sociologists. Most sociologists looked at for this study 
would probably not talk about “weak ties.” However, Sullivan gives a good example of how 
readers of his articles call him “Mr. Sullivan” and readers of his blog call him “Andrew” 
upon meeting. 
95 http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/200811/andrew-sullivan-why-i-blog, accessed 24 June 
2008.
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Readers said that Nielson could see “motherhood as a celebration, not 

a grind” and make it “the highest calling on earth: a job full of color and 

vibrancy and of the utmost importance” (Whitacre in Williams). They saw and 

liked that Nielson “chose to focus on the beauty . . . And the more she 

focused on it, the more she had” (Kendrick qtd. in Williams). 

A few days after Nielson first posted a full picture of herself after the 

crash, her sister’s blog mentioned all the messages she had received in praise 

of her sister’s brave act and her continuing individuality and beauty. Nielson’s 

blog has allowed her to have a community that has supported her throughout 

the  formulation  of  her  new life  and new identity.  The  support  of  readers 

throughout Nielson’s recovery process has been no small cause. People have 

sent clothing, food, furniture, money, letters, and endless emails sharing their 

hope for her and their own experiences. This outpouring has helped Nielson 

know that despite how she looks now, the community was behind her in her 

individuality.  Without  this  community,  the process of being able to appear 

publicly after  such an accident may have taken longer and may have been 

more painful.

Nielson’s readers praise the influence she has had on them, and in turn 

they have influenced her as they have held benefit concerts and organized 

sales in order to raise money for her recovery. Other readers have written of 

their  increased  love  for  and  dedication  to  being  mothers  as  a  result  of 

Nielson’s example. Though Nielson’s sister had to disable comments because 

of  the  overwhelming  number  each  day,  readers  have  gone  to  Facebook, 

regular mail, and discussion boards in order to be able to support Nielson in 

her recovery.

In May 2008, Nielson blogged about her experience while listening to a 

religious speech about motherhood. She writes, 

I had given birth and had prepared a home for these precious 

spirits that surround me and consume my every thought and 

action. Proudly I can proclaim that I am a Mother! . . .  I was fired 

up ready to take on the world; I was ready to start fresh. Bring on 

the evil, I can take it! I have every tool needed including an 

unwavering husband who can stand up with the Mother of his 
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children and side by side take on “rulers of the darkness (in) this 

world.” I love, respect, defend and sustain every Mother 

everywhere for their service, sleepless nights, homemade meals, 

infinite tasks, laundry loads, tears wiped, beds made, diapers 

changed, clean homes, and red lipstick efforts!96 

Despite the fact that Nielson is a stay-at-home mother who seems to be a 

candidate for the dissatisfaction that Friedan discovered in hundreds of white, 

middle-class, suburban mothers, Nielson’s words reflect a satisfaction—even a 

positive  assertiveness.  Nielson’s  reaction  gushes  about  typical  topics  of 

women’s  autobiographical  writing—children,  spirituality,  motherhood.  Her 

words do not portray a dissatisfaction in being a stay-at-home mom. The one 

word that could have negative connotations, “consume,” is counteracted by 

the word “proudly.” She is happy to be a mother, and she wants to spread her 

happiness. 

Although Nielson’s children are described as the ones “consum[ing]” 

her “every thought and action,” she depicts them not as parasite-like beings, 

but  as  “precious  spirits.”  Additionally,  she  has  not  lost  her  individuality. 

Turning the focus from her family, she is happy to recognize herself as having 

accomplished something difficult  by bearing her children and organizing  a 

home for them. She is also able to acknowledge herself  as their protector 

against a greater “evil,” in conjunction with her husband who is not someone 

who has limited her to the role of housewife, but who is described positively 

with the word “unwavering.” Then, instead of turning the focus back to her 

family, she does what is possible because of blogs—she shifts attention to the 

community consisting of “every Mother everywhere” and commends them for 

their efforts. 

 The  identity  that  Nielson  has  been  able  to  forge  for  herself  as  a 

mother is confident enough that she is able to shift focus. Instead of being 

trapped in reflecting on only her children or only herself, she can focus on 

mothers and other women who are outside of her private realm. By writing 

her reflections in a blog, Nielson is not only able to report her satisfaction in 

motherhood, but she is also able to develop more feelings of confidence by 

96 http://nieniedialogues.blogspot.com/2008/05/mother-heart-essays-on-motherhood-
day-1.html, accessed 19 August 2009.
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hearing from others in similar situations. 

Following the previous passage, Nielson decided to start posting other 

women’s feelings about and experiences of motherhood. This action shows 

her own love for motherhood and her willingness to not only recognize the 

mommy  blog  community,  but  also  to  strengthen  the  community  by 

encouraging  more  dialogue  and  appreciation.  She  sees  the  benefits  that 

mommy blogging has had for her and in turn wants to provide support in the 

blogging community.  

Conclusion

The internet does something not possible before at such a speed and such a 

large extent: it expands communities (which are psychologically necessary) 

beyond the borders ever possible before. This allows individuals to have a 

bigger variety of communities. 

Expanded audiences have come to include online acquaintances with 

those  of  similar  and varying  interests,  creating  new layman definitions  of 

“community”  and  “friendship.”  Rather  than  being  characterized  by  being 

geographically close and spending time together (physically), community and 

friendship can be enjoyed alone from home, convenient for mothers who need 

and/or desire to be at home for their children. These online friendships are 

formed  by  commenting  and  giving  advice,  comforting  and  encouraging, 

relating, and simply by being there. Even as a mommy blogger sits in the 

privacy of her home blogging, the world is present. The importance of this 

community to the stay-at-home mothers is obvious in the emphasized focus 

on the reader. 

Because, according to scholars, accounts, identity, and community are 

linked, and blogs provide expansion of all  three,  it  can be said that blogs 

provide mommy bloggers with an outlet space to formulate their identities 

with the support and feedback of a community mostly in similar situations. As 

a  result,  the  needs  of  these  mothers  are  filled  and  their  contentment  is 

apparent  in  most  mommy blogs  and  many  mommy  bloggers  also  report 

wanting  to  spread their  contentment.  Contrary  to what  one might  expect 
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according to the findings of Betty Friedan, mommy bloggers show confidence 

in their decision to stay home. Blogging provides the solution they needed to 

be individuals in the public realm while caring for their children at home.  
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7

Final Conclusion and Implications
The preceding chapters have aimed to show that stay-at-home mothers have 

found satisfaction in their motherhood through the development of a medium 

that  provides  an  autobiographical  genre,  a  community,  and  a  space  for 

formation  of  identity.  In  the  process  of  exploring  this  thesis,  Friedan’s 

research was summarized for application purposes. 

Chapter three outlined the origins of women's autobiographical writing, 

starting with Margery Kempe breaking the pattern of only males conducting 

the life writing and continuing on to the women who adopted life writing. 

Women began to make life writing a favorite genre, but the patterns that 

appeared in their writing kept them from being viewed as seriously-involved 

life  writers.  After  looking  at  the  unique  characteristics  of  women's 

autobiographical writing, which had their inclusion of their spiritual journey as 

a  subject,  fragmented  writing  (which  includes  non-chronological 

organization), stories of personal relationships, among others, the basics of 

blogs were outlined. 

In contrast to the established genre of autobiographical writing that 

males  had  established,  mommy  blogs  embraced  the  unique  features  of 

women's autobiographical writing. Fragmented and non-chronological writing 

was no longer a problem with the blog because of the publication in post form 

and the ability to find posts based on content. The multimedia that can be 

posted in blogs reflected women's tendency to make their autobiographical 

writings scrapbook-like records full of pictures, tickets, and other objects as 

supplements  to  their  writing.  In  addition,  the  online  community  provided 

mothers with the public involvement that Friedan saw was lacking.  

This online community, as an extensive community, provides stay-at-

home mothers with a whiteboard for their ideas and experiences, a factor in 

their development of identity. Because these mothers are able to be members 

in  a  community  (from  within  the  home)  and  strengthen  their  individual 

identities  as  a  result,  mommy  blogs  provide  a  solution  to  the  unnamed 

problem  Friedan  found  in  the  1950s  and  60s.  In  examining  features  of 
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autobiographical  writing,  satisfaction  levels,  community,  and  identity  in 

mommy blogs, this thesis determines mommy bloggers to have high levels of 

satisfaction  within  the  role  of  mothers  who  mostly  fit  into  the  same 

demographic group as those Friedan studied. 

To conclude this thesis, it is important to discuss several ideas of what 

should come after studies like this. With mommy blogs being the genre that 

fits  the patterns  of  women’s  autobiographical  writing,  the  implications are 

huge for autobiographical writing and the studies thereof. 

One consequence we might expect is an increasing number of mommy 

blogs and a decrease in the publication of book-form autobiographical writing, 

whether  diaries,  journals,  or  official  autobiographies.  For  scholars  of 

autobiographical writing, a consequence is that they will need to look at blogs 

as  subjects  and  to  conduct  close  readings.  Fortunately  for  future 

autobiographical  studies,  blogs  are  more  available  than  other  sources  for 

research have ever been. Besides the price of internet access, there is no cost 

for accessing blogs. 

An  additional  benefit  of  blogs  being  adopted  into  autobiographical 

studies  is  that  the  results  of  studies  can  be  published  within  the  same 

medium, thus making them available to both the general public and to other 

scholars  working  to  further  the  academic  understanding  of  blogs.  This 

availability  will  increase  the  scholarship  in  the  field.  Not  only  will  more 

individuals take interest in the subject, the quantity of quality sources will 

allow for a decrease in repetitive research. However, the quantity of material 

can also be an adverse effect. Researchers will have to dig through enormous 

amounts of information. Nevertheless, we can hope that most users will seek 

quality research and give it good ratings and that the increasingly ingenious 

organization of the world's information on the internet will allow easy access 

to the best research.

The  study  of  the  blog  will  not  just  contribute  to  autobiographical 

studies; other fields will see benefits. Narrative theory, for example, will see 

more scholarship and have the same increase in and furthering of scholarship. 

The same goes with various related topics, from sociology's understanding of 

community  to the  examination of  identity  formation.  Then Herring will  no 
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longer  be  disappointed at  the  most  usual  blog  type,  that  of  the  personal 

journal  type,  “be[ing]  so  overlooked  and  underrepresented  in  discussions 

about the nature of blogs” (6). 

For mommy blogs, there are also large implications. Further research 

into the satisfaction found in mommy blogs will find the same happiness that 

has been explored in  this  thesis.  Hopefully,  research like  this  will  provide 

understanding in how a group of modern women can find satisfaction in the 

role of stay-at-home mother. Then, those women who feel dissatisfaction with 

career life, who desire to be mothers, and who can financially afford it, can 

make  their  own  decision  to  be  stay-at-home  mothers  without  possible 

negative social repercussions. 

Most likely, as a result of such research, more women would be able to 

raise their children at home without feeling loss of community and identity as 

they involve themselves in the community and outlet provided by mommy 

blogs.  Additionally,  the  number  of  mommy blogs  will  continue  increasing, 

providing an even larger and even more varied community.

One question and answer in an in-blog interview support the results of 

this study. “How do you define success? Both as a mom and as a blogger?” 

Scribbit asked mommy blogger Stephanie Precourt.97 Although the question 

implied with the word “both”  that two answers were necessary, Precourt’s 

answer bound them, showing the connection they share in her mind: “I think 

I would define [success as a mom and as a blogger] as feeling content and 

fulfilled from the inside out.” For Precourt, being a successful individual—what 

we could state here as having a strong sense of self or identity—is defined in 

being both a mother and a writer within a community. 

In summary, Betty Friedan’s solution to the problem she found among 

middle-class  white  mothers  was  not  far  off  the  mark—women  did  need 

community and something to accomplish in order to be comfortable in their 

roles and identities. The development of the blog was able to provide these 

essentials to mothers at home. Simultaneously, blogs fulfill  the need for a 

medium that welcomes the features of women’s autobiographical  writing—

such as fragmented writing, non-chronological  organization,  explorations of 

97 http://scribbit.blogspot.com/2008/10/someone-id-like-you-to-meet-stephanie.html, 
accessed 19 August 2009.
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spirituality  and identity,  and relationships  as subjects,  which contrast  with 

adventure-filled men’s autobiographical writing. As a result of these fulfilled 

needs of stay-at-home mothers, the autobiographical writing that occurs in 

mommy blogs  show satisfaction  in  their  roles  and a  desire  to  share  that 

satisfaction.
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